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I had the great fortune this
past semester to teach a section
of Honors 101 with senior
Yeager Scholar Nicole LaRose,
who participated formally in
the class as a peer mentor. We
designed Nicole's participation
along the lines of peer
mentoring programs.at other
universities and I know the
freshmen honors students
benefited enormously from
Nicole's presence. Student
evaluations of the course
suggest that she was one of the
highpoints of the experience for
the freshmen making the
difficult transition to college
life. One freshman wrote:
Nicole "made it seem like
someone was on our side and
she was the voice of
experience." Another saw her
as a "cool chick" who told us
"how things really work."
Nicole acted as a source of

information (especially during
registration period), a
counselor; a role model, and a
friend. She participated in all
class sessions, ran one class
herself, moderated the class
email discussion list, and met
with the students in one social
event outside of class. I know
that the students grew to trust
Nicole and were gratified to
have the perspective of an
upper-level honors student
when they had questions or
problems. For Nicole, who will
be attending graduate school
next year, the experience
seemed equally satisfying.
While receiving academic
credit, she was also able to
share her accumulated
knowledge knowing that it
would help make the Marshall
experience better for some
beginning students.
I am delighted, then, that the

Honors Council has decided to
institute a peer mentoring
program across all of the
Honors 101 sections next fall.
We will be soliciting
applications during the next
month (see inside this issue for
more information) and hope
this will serve as a great
opportunity for upper-class
students interested in helping
their fellow honors students.
You will also receive academic
credit hours for your efforts!
This new initiative can be an
extremely positive force in the
Honors Program, as long as
students come forward to help
make it happen.
Dr. Richard Badenhausen,
Chair
University Honors Council
230 OM; 696-6405
Badenhau@Marshall.edu ·
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Elizabeth Duke and Molly
Bassett, Co-editors
(Molly) Elizabeth says she's
better once it (the editors'
comments) gets going, so I' 11
say that I've returned from a
semester in Spain. It was great,
and now I'm depressed, but
things· like the Honors News
give me hope. While the rest
of my life sucks my will to live,
the Honors News inspires me.
(Elizabeth) Elizabeth, an
Alabama native, can't believe
how cold it is outside or that
the fabled cold white stuff
actually falls from the sky
more than once a year or that a
White Christmas is more than a
dream or that some people
really like this excruciating ear/
finger/nose pain people call
winter here in West Virginia.
Shoot man, if you can't think of
anything else to talk about, you
may as well talk about the
weather.
(Molly) Molly is typing
again. I have regained control,
(thank Providence- an Elizabeth
comment, she's going to give
me a complex) and surely
there's something better to talk
about than the weather- like
the week I spent in Thira, the
southern-most of the Cyclades,
a group of Greek Islands in the
Mediterranean Sea. And for all
of you have only seen pictures,
it's more beautiful than you can
imagine. Rates up there with

white Christmases for
southerners.
(Elizabeth) So what do you
guys want to hear about? I
guess the honors program since
this is the Honors Newsletter.
Dr. B covered most of those
things. But how about that
French film class? They
watched a film last week. My
roommate Erin liked it. I don't
really think you guys are
interested in my personal life,
but I went to the beach (i.e.
Gulf Shores, Alabama) over the
break to watch the numbers
change from 99 to 00. ·It actually hit 80 in January. I hear
Rally's is currently offering
free french fry coupons, and
their fries are real good.
(Molly) I think we're about
to wrap it up. While you're
here, check out the Calendar on
the back page. This issue
includes a "sister" article
written in conjunction with
Dana Kinzy, editor of Inanna,
the women's studies newsletter,
and the Calendar highlights
some special women's activities.
(Elizabeth) Well, Molly has
inserted these parentheses to
make me look like the *@&#
who refers to herself in the
third person. Never mind, she
does it too. But I always think
it's kind of funny when people

refer to themselves in the third
person. My grandmother does it
a lot. But I wanted to add a
comment about the grilled
panini specials in the student
center. After four semesters of
wondering in the bagel line,
"What the #*@ is grilled
panini?," I finally found out the
truth about panini at dinner
today when I asked Katie
Lorenz what "that thing" was
on her plate. Grilled panini is
actually a normal sandwich
except that they grill it in a
waffle iron for a few minutes.
Panini is just a large, flat,
grilled, yummy-looking sandwich. So, that was my great
honors epiphany for the week.
Nicole LaRose likes them. So if
you've ever thought about
trying them, go for it! (Th~t's
my motivational statement for
this issue)
(Molly) I wasn't finished.
So, please check out the rest of
the issue- you've made it to the
second page, keep going! (My
motivational statement.)
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Dana Kinzy, editor of Jnanna
(the Women's Studies newsletter) & Molly Bassett, co-editor
of Honors News
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Since the majority of college
students are women, it should
be no surprise that the majority
of Honors students are also
women ( 60%) and that there is
a developing network of
Women's Studies courses and
organizations on this campus.
The overall network of opportunities for women of Marshall
involves female students,
faculty and staff. Nicole
LaRose, chairwoman of the
Yeager Advisory Committee,
comments, "Women in the
Honors program here have a
wonderful opportunity. The
high number of female students
gives women an advantage in
the classroom, but not just in
numbers. The environment in
the seminars encourages
women to participate intellectually." While there is a variety
of upcoming events for women,
such as Marshall's delegation
to the Feminist Expo 2000 in
Baltimore, Maryland, and
growing positive attitudes
toward women in honors on
campus, as evidenced by the
Honors course/ Women's
Studies course "Women in the
Civil War," there is still room
for growth.
While the female students
compose 55.1% of Marshall's
student population, only 23%
of faculty at the "professor"
level and 3 9% of those at the

Honors and Inanna
"associate" level are women.
In fact, only in the College of
Nursing and Health Professions
do female faculty outnumber
male faculty. The representation of women in Marshall's
administration is even less
equitable at 32.8%. In comparison to the rest of the nation,
Marshall's gender ratios are
more balanced.
In spite of being in a minority, female faculty at Marshall
maintain positive attitudes
about their roles as women in
academia. Perhaps Women's
Studies aids female faculty in
maintaining this attitude. Dr.
Susan Jackson of the art department comments, "I'd say that
the primary effect that the
Women's Studies Program has
had for me, personally, is the
sense of sisterhood it has
fostered:" Jackson continues to
speak about this effect on her
teaching: "the atmosphere has
changed, become more informal and open, and I am learning to let things go where they
will a little more than I did in
the past. I think there is more
of a sense of collaborative
learning."
Often times gender inequity
overlaps the cultural inequity
that Appalachians experience.
Professor of Sociology and CoDirector of the Center for the
Study of Ethnicity and Gender
in Appalachia, Dr. Lynda Ann
Ewen speaks of the existence
of "pressure on women (and

men) to conform to 'standard'
American norms if they are to
be accepted and honored. I
believe that even here at
Marshall University there is an
implicit understanding that the
role of education is to 'deAppalachianize' us."
Coming into Appalachia
with a foreign cultural background, Dr. Maria Carmen
Riddel, professor of Spanish,
sees the most significant aspect
of culture affecting women's
professional opportunities as
being one of making a difference between the sexes. She
comments, "only when we
think of ourselves as human
beings can we understand that
we are all different but have the
same physical, emotional and
intellectual needs and rights. If
you believe in our humanity
and, therefore, in our equality,
the world for you will not be
organized-- will not have to be
organized-- in hierarchical
terms."

We would like to thank Dr.
Joan Tyler Mead and the other
women who contributed to this
article. Thanks; too, to the
Office of Institutional Research
and Dr. Stuart Thomas, the
sources of our statistics. Be
sure to pick up the next copy of
Inanna, available in Old Main,
room 357!

Sharing Wisdom: The Honors Peer
Mentoring Program
Nicole LaRose
fun and social. When I talk
with the students on campus or
in the Student Center, I see that
they enjoyed the class as much
as I did.
Next year the Honors
Program wants to implement
peer mentors into every section
of HON 101. This means that
you will have this opportunity
to make new friends while
earning Honors credit and
learning about your leadership
abilities. I recommend this
completely.
Any one that would like to
ask me more questions about
peer mentoring can send me an
email at
<larose l@marshall.edu>

When freshmen first come to
Marshall the only way that they
can find out the information
and tricks that only experienced
students know is to ask
someone. If new students don't
have any older friends then they
have to wait for the haze to
clear before anything makes
sense. The Honors program is
trying to find a way to ease this
transition.
During the fall semester I
served as a peer mentor in Dr.
Badenhausen's section of HON
101. The main part of this job
was simply to attend class,
answer the freshmen's
questions, and tell them things
that I had learned from my time
at Marshall (such as Chick-fil-

A after 3:30 on Fridays).
This section of HON 101
lasted th(' entire semester,
giving me more time to develop
friendships with the freshmen.
I lead one class session on the
National Student Exchange and
study abroad, including telling
some of my stories. The best
part of class was the sharing of
experiences from the different
perspectives of a professor, a
senior student and new
students. I enjoyed the
informal classroom experience
because it gave me the
confidence to lead a class. We
also had activities outside of
class, such as dinner at
Calamity and some speakers,
which made mentoring more

Elizabeth Duke
Basketball season has
passed us by, but you can
still sign up for an Indoor
soccer team (by 2/22),
bench press and power lift
(registration from 2/28-3/
10), volleyball--3 on 3 (by
3/21 ), volleyball-6 on 6
(by 3/21 ), or hula hoop golf
(from 4/03-4/13). Although these are being promoted as John Marshall

difficult, intramural particisports teams, all honors
pation often becomes the
students (Yeagers, JMS,
Erma Byrds, or anyone else highlight of the week-a
stress-relieving oasis in a
really) are eligible and enworld of deadlines and
couraged to join. Sign up
dossiers. If you would like
for volleyball in 3s, 6s, or
as an individual. Try your to participate, please email Ryan Phlegar at
hand at hula hoop golf.
Testimony from other hon- <Rphlegar@aol.com>with
your name, e-mail address,
ors students reveals.that
student ID#, and the
though coordinating
sport(s) you want to play.
intramurals with a busy
schedule sometimes proves
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Elizabeth Duke
Diane Mufson, a clinical
psychologist practicing
child/adolescent therapy
and evaluation, and Dr.
Steven Cody, forensic psychologist and Professor and
Chief Psychol9gist in the
psychiatry department at
the Marshall med school
shared their professional
experiences and debunked
common misconceptions
about psychology (i.e.
"How does that make you
feel? and lying on The
Couch) the "What's It
Like?" panel on February
22. Mufson and Cody
agreed that indeed most
psychologists cannot read
minds or tell when people
are lying, and most do not
have German accents. In
addressing the approximately 40 students in attendance, Cody emphasized,
"Psychology is a science,
based on data and research.
It's not a vague, feel-good
kind of thing."
Diane Mufson has
worked in many capacities
as a psychologist. She
worked at Prestera for four
years, researched sexual as-

sault, evaluated and did
therapy with problem
teens, and in 1985 started a
private practice, where she
now works with problem
children, vocational testing,
and marriage counseling.
She explained that in private practice, you truly can
be your own boss, but she
also warns that students
should prepare themselves
with a business background if they wish to take
this route. She also noted
that students should consider working for others at
first in order to gain the
range of skills necessary
for starting a private practice.
Cody emphasized the diversity of the field, citing
his own life as evidence.
Cody tests patients for
Alzheimer's and head injuries, does neuropsychological and rehabilitation consultation, teaches medical
students, goes to the state
hospital, and testifies as an
expert witness in criminal
court cases. Cody revealed
that doing so many jobs
stresses him, but it also

wards-off boredom and
keeps people from tracking
him down.
Mufson and Cody both
stressed that psychology is
a dynamic field and that
those considering it should
prepare themselves for
change. Mufson emphasized that jobs today "don't
flow 1,2,3. People don't
just work for one company,
get a gold pin and retire."
They also advised students
to be patient because
people often do not get the
job they really want for
years. Cody proposed, "It
boils down to what you
like. It may take a while to
get into the kind of thing
you want to do, but there
are trade-offs in getting
where you want to be."
As in most all "What's It
Like?" panels (except, of
course, for "What's It
Like?: Law"), the panelists
emphasized that students
should not go into their
particular profession for
"the money" but should
find what they love and
pursue that despite the
odds and obstacles.
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Want to earn 3 credit hours
in honors and have a great time
in the process? Why not apply
to be a peer mentor for a fall
2000 Honors 101 class?
Applications are now being
accepted for up to 10 peer
mentors, whose duties will
include attending the Honors
101 classes and acting as a
guide for these incoming honor
students.
Senior Yeager Scholar
Nicole LaRose served as a peer
mentor in Dr. Badenhausen's
fall 1999 Honors 101 class and
helped construct, in
consultation with the Honors
Council, the new peer
mentoring program. This is a
great opportunity, especially for
upper-level honors students
going on to graduate school, to
see the classroom from the
other side of the desk. It's also
a chance to give something
back to the program and help
beginning students make an
easier transition to college life
through the benefit of your
experi~nce.
Applications, which are
available in the CAE or online
at the honors program website
at <www.marshall.edu/cae/>,
are due by March 15. Contact
Dr. Badenhausen, Ms.

Woodward, or Nicole LaRose
for more information.
There will be a short,
informational meeting for those
interested in peer mentoring on
Wed March 8 at 3:30 in the
CAE lounge.

or 696-2475 if you have any
questions.

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY
Marshall University Honors
Students are eligible to apply
for the following scholarship
opportunities, which have a
deadline of March 31, 2000.

1) $500 Domestic Study
Scholarship: to be used for
study in an off-campus
program.
2) $1,000 International
Study Scholarship: to be
used to supplement tuition
or fees in a study-abroad
program.
Please address a one-page,
typed letter to Dr. Richard
Badenhausen, Chair of the
University Honors Program,
discussing the nature of the
program and its importance to
your undergraduate education.
Also attach an updated
transcript and a copy of an
application or brochure
advertising the program you
plan to attend. Call 696-6405

John Marshall, Yeager,
Hedrick, and Byrd Scholarship
students who plan to graduate
in spring 2000 in good standing
(i.e. with a 3.5 GPA and
fulfillment of your seminar
requirements) need to contact
Honors Administrative
Assistant Pam Bowen
(Bowen@Marshall.edu or 6965421) with your name, student
identification nurriber, and
scholarship designation by
March 3.
This will ensure that you
receive proper recognition in
the commencement program,
since these honors graduates
are being specifically singled
out for the first time this year.
You will also hav~ the privilege
of wearing a different color
gown (at no extra charge) to
signify this achievement. Stay
tuned to Honors News and the
email discussion list for further
information on how to acquire
this gown.
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}lON 196: RHETORIC &
20™ CENTURY WAR
M 6:30-9:00
The American experience of the
Twentieth Century was shaped by
our experience of war and is an
integral part of how we define
ourselves as Americans. Wars
have also been sites for heated
dispute, from the debates over
changing our isolationist stance to
enter the two World Wars, to
lingering questions over whether
we shou Id have dropped the
Atomic Bomb, to how we
conducted the war in Vietnam.
These controversies have led to
discussion of broader questions
such as what America's role in
world affairs should be, what
weapons are considered humane,
and what the role of protest and
. dissent should be during wartime.
Rhetoric and 20 th Century War
will focus on how public figures
and ordinary citizens used words,
particularly speeches but also other
texts, to influence how we
participated in the wars of the last
century.
Dr. William Denman, Professor of
Communication Studies
Prof. Andrew Gooding, Assistant
Professor oflntegrated Science
and Technology

HON 395: WARFARE IN IBE
20 th CENTURY
TTH 9:30-10:45
This course promises to go
beyond traditional military history:

the study of battle and command.
War is a part of the totality of
human experience, the elements of
which can only be understood in
relation to one another. Without
ignoring battle and military
leadership, it is our intent to
explore warfare from many
different angles, including its
impact on society and political
institutions.
Utilizing selected readings and
student essays, a wide range of
issues will be explored, including
"Technology and Higher
Command in The Great War,"
"The Death Instinct: Why Soldiers
fought in World War I," the
"Efficacy and Morality of
Strategic Bombing in World War
II," "Douglas MacArthur: Limited
War and Civilian Control of the
Military," "Women in Combat,"
and "A New Paradigm? Warfare
without Significant Casualties."
Dr. David Woodward, Professor of
History
Prof. John F. Smith, former Chair
of Military Science

HON 480: SHAKESPEARE
& THE POLITICS OF
KNOWLEDGE, GENDER,
RACE & CLASS
TTH 2-3:15
This course will examine
William Shakespeare as a
philosophical poet and as a
political thinker by exploring his
perspectives on the manners in
which knowledge, class, gender,
and race affect, limit or enhance

political power. As Shakespeare's
works illustrate, all political orders
must confront and grapple with the
tensions between opposing sources
of and differing arenas of power:
public and private lives,
aristocratic and common men,
males and females, natives and
foreigners - all with differing
stakes in and access to political
power. Successful negotiations of
these antagonisms may or may not
produce ethical and effective
political systems.
This course will explore these
issues, using selected plays - such
as Richard III, Henry V, and Henry
IV, Part I - that foreground
politics, as well as plays in which
the dynamics of power often have
been ignored until recently - The
Merchant of Venice and The
Tempest. In unfolding these
themes, we will adopt a multidisciplinary approach, using ideas
of political and philosophical
thinkers known to Shakespeare such as Plato, Montaigne; and
Machiavelli - and ideas of
contemporary feminist and
colonial scholars - Constance
Jordan, Stephen Greenblatt and
Edward Said, for example. The
goal of this class will be to shed
light on how Shakespeare
conceives of political power, who
has it, what its just uses are, and
how it is transmitted, controlled,
and moralized. This course fulfills
the three-hour writing-intensive
requirement of the Marshall Plan.
Dr. Mary Moore, Assistant
Professor of English
Select guest lecturers

March 1-- Mid-semester, 1st 8
Week Courses End; deadline for
national student exchange application.
See. woodward for info.
March 2-- 2nd 8 Weeks Courses
Begin
March 3-',-- Graduating seniors
must notify Honors office of
interest to graduate
March 8, 3:30 pm-- Honors 101
peer mentor informational meeting ( CAE Lounge) March 9, 3:30 pm-- Meet the editor of the Dallas Morning News
(CAE)
March 14, hour TBA-- Women's

Studies Student Association Auction*
March 15-~ Honors 101 peer men~
tor applications due.
March 17-- Last Day to Drop a
Full Semester Individual Course
Mar<::h 19-25-'- Spring Break
March 31-- Honors Program's Domestic & International study
scholarship applicatiOns due.
April 6, 3:30-5:00 pm-- Elizabeth
Gibson Drinko Honor.s Convocation
(Joan C. Edwards Playhouse)
* Cbeck the next edition of
Inanna for more details.
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It's a beautiful afternoon on
Marshall's campus ... cloudless
sky, fresh grass, and a light breeze.
So, where are the Honors students?
At the fountain, on the lawn, on
the court ... ?
No-we're sweating in an un-air
conditioned, dark, secluded, dirty,
dorm room STUDYING! No, we're
not bitter - after all, only 12 more

September 1998

weeks until finals!
Welcome back! At least you
have the Honors Newsletter!
Our names are Kathleen Sandell
and Molly Bassett. Kathleen is a
junior International Affairs/
English major, and Molly is a
sophomore Spanish/ Classical
Studies major. We're excited to be
informing you of Honors events

this year like Yeager Symposium
and the "What's It Like?" series.
So, look forward to seeing this
newsletter in your mailbox, and
may we suggest reading it outside
your dorm room?
Kathleen Sandell
Molly Bassett
Co-Editors

Comments from the Chair
I am delighted to be returning to
the Honors Program after taking a
year's sabbatical leave to work on
a book about T. S. Eliot and collaboration. While I thoroughly
enjoyed the period of intense
reading, writing, and reflection, I
did miss the interaction with
students that makes teaching so
much fun. So it is with great
pleasure that I welcome back our
upper-class honors students and
offer a special welcome to our
incoming honors students, including our more than eighty John
Marshall Scholars, a record number!
While I have had the opportunity
to meet many of you during formal
meetings or in visits to your
Honors 101 classes, I hope you will
stop by my office in 230 Old Main
to say hello. Mrs. Woodward and I
are always available to answer
your questions about the program
or Marshall University. Please call,
email, or visit in person so we can
help. During registration, of
course, all John Marshall Scholars

all the messages from that list
are required to visit our offices to
relating to important deadlines,
have the advisor hold lifted from
requirements, scholarship opportheir records. You won't be able to
register otherwise.
tunities, and class information.
While all honors students should
We have an exciting year
have been subscribed to the list, if
planned in the Honors Program,
with the largest number of Honors you are not receiving email from
101 sections ever currently meeting the Honors Program, please send
me your email address and I will
this fall semester (in addition to
five seminars) and three interesting subscribe you. Once again, welcome and welcome back!
seminars planned for the spring.
The "What's It Like?" speakers
Dr. Richard Badenhausen, Chair
series continues in its fourth year,
with panels on Law (October 28),
University Honors Council
230 OM; Badenhau@m.arshall.edu
Heath Care (February 17), and the
Arts (March 17)-all events will be
held in the Alumni Lounge. The
Honors Discussion List
MU Honors Student Association
Feel free to post Honors
continues this year in its role
related materials on the discusrepresenting the needs of Honors
sion list. Every member of the
students on campus, especially
Honors Program receives email
through its two co-consuls, who sit
sent to the following address:
as voting members on the Univer<honors-list@marshall.edu>.
sity Honors Council, the facultyAlso, if you receive this newsletter, and have not been
student committee that oversees
receiving
Honors email let Dr.
the Honors Program.
Badenhausen
know so you can
The Honors email discussion list
be
informed.
Email him at
has been reformatted this year;
<badenhau@marshall.edu>.
please make sure to read carefully

1998 Yeager Symposium
"Creativity and Eccentricity"
Sponsored by Bell Atlantic-West Virginia
The 1998 Yeager Symposium will focus on individuals from around the world who have made creative and perhaps eccentric achievements that have improved the culture of education. The ingenuity
represented by these speakers spans disciplines and celebrates the creative and eccentric of college
life and that which lies beyond.
-Co-chairs Molly Bassett, Class of 2001, and Nicole LaRose, Class of 2000
Monday, October 12

7:30PM
Joan C. Edwards Playhouse

James Burke
A science-historian, author, and television host, James Burke has published numerous books including The Day the Universe Changed, Connections, and The Axemaker's Gift. Burke has produced and
hosted shows for PBS, both in the United Kingdom and in the United States, and for The Learning
Channel.
Tuesday, October 13

7:30 PM
F. Booth Experimental Theater

Bell Atlantic-WV and the West Virginia Humanities Council present:
,
James E. Casto as Collis P. Huntington and Dr. Calvin Kent, Dean/Marshall University College of
Business.
As part of "History Alive," James Casto, of the Herald-Dispatch, will bring Collis P. Huntington to
life in a dialogue with Dr. Kent. In their dialogue, the entrepreneurs will discuss the changes in local
commerce from Huntington's time to the present.
Wednesday, October 14

7:30 PM
F. Booth Experimental Theater

Elliot Mannette
A native of Trinidad-Tobago, Mannette is the principal innovator and designer of the modem steel
drum. An artist in residence at West Virginia University, Mannette has played his drums at the
Smithsonian Museum and the Metropolitan Museum.
Thursday, October 15

7:30PM
F. Booth Experimental Theater

Keynote Panel
Mary Anne Pennington, Huntington Museum of Art- Moderator
John Van Kirk, Professor of English at Marshall University
John Fiedler, Hollywood Film Maker and Producer
Paula Clendenin, Charleston, WV, Visual Artist
The panel will discuss the week's theme "Creativity and Eccentricity."

LINE OF SIGHT
by Jocelyn Eikenburg
So, you finally have that ticket in baked bread, lots of fresh salads
hand, the brand new American
with olive oil, and each meal ends
Tourister luggage packed, and
with a healthy serving of fresh
glazed over eyes as you dream
fruit. Also, almost every major city
about your semester abroad with
has at least one or two vegetarian
those passionate Spaniards. Most
restaurants, so you can get yourself
of all, you look forward to all the
a nice meal and clean out all of that
bean burritos and chili relenos you residual Spanish omelette in your
could ever desire. Spain and
system.
Mexico share a common language,
But what about cleaning the
so why shouldn't they produce the ubiquitous second hand smoke out
same culinary delights?
of your lungs? Spaniards are avid
Well, you learn really quickly
smokers. They light up just about
that Spanish is all Spain and
everywhere,exceptmaybesurgery
Mexico seem to have in common.
rooms and notary offices, and can't
You are a misunderstood vegetarunderstand why you wouldn't
ian in a country that places its
want to either. Spain actually has
Serrano ham on a pedestal, and
standardized tobacco stores everyconsumes a host of strange-texwhere, and you'll end up visiting
tured sausage products. Can you
them just so you can get your
ever survive?
envelopes, stamps, bus passes, and
Wait! Don't call 1-800-GETtelephone cards. Buses and planes
TOFU yet! You can live in Spain as have some pretty laughable "no
a vegetarian, and never even
fumadores" sections. I can't help
approach starvation. With this
you here, although maybe that red
survival guide in hand, everything wine will make up for all the tar
from Hemingway's Pamplona to
accumulation in your lungs.
the resorts of the Costa del Sol can
After developing tar-plastered
be yours with minimal culture
lungs, you might need a little
shock and hunger.
excitement. What better way to
Let's begin with cuisine. Like
forget these annoying cultural
tofu? You might find it in the
differences than to go out Spanish
larger supermarkets in the city or
style! This experience is unparalthe sparse and small health food
leled! Spaniards begin their night
stores. But, let's not kid ourselves.
at midnight having some tapas
You can't possibly find tofu in
(Spanish appetizers) and socializthose charming little towns in the
ing with their friends in a local bar.
Sierra Nevada or the MediterraBecause they tire quickly of their
nean coast you're dying to visit.
surroundings, they usually visit
Repeat after me: cheese, eggs, and
many places, including the uniqueness of every sitio. Then, around 3
occasional chick peas or lentils are
or 4 am, the discotecas, or night
my amigos! I ended up consuming
Spanish omelettes at least four or
clubs, fling open their doors, and
five times a week. The cholesterol both young and old flock to dance
is a little daunting, but that's your
and truly inaugurate their night
excuse for quaffing a few glasses of out. Most Spaniards head afterwards to the nearby cafe, and
red wine later in the evening with
satisfy their early morning
your friends. On the positive side,
munchies with some serious coffee
however, there's plenty of freshly

and indulgent pastries.
Ahh, pastries and late night
adventures seem to drown all of
the angst of daily life as a struggling vegetarian foreigner. With a
little creativity and optimism,
you'll find that the Spanish
lifestyle isn't inconsistent with
your personal philosophy. You
might become a latino-loving
vegetarian who realizes that life
goes on across the world ... even
when there's no tofu!

Question of the
Month
Where are all of the
Honors Students?
Tell us where you
spend your time and
what you like to do,
so that we may tailor
the Honors Newsletter to reflect students'
interests.
Please re.ply to
<sandelll@marshaJledu>

or
<bas5etl1@mrushall.edu>.

Yeager Program Goes Jock
by Richard Badenhausen,
DOGS manager
In a stunning tum-around, the
Yeager Program devoted all of its
substantial institutional muscle this
past year towards amassing a freshman class that could redeem the good
name of the program after last year's
embarassing 33-4 thrashing at the
hands of the DOGS, Marshall
University's only officially-recognized
faculty softball team. Alas, the elder
faculty was no match for this "new"style Yeager student, who arrived on
campus not with pencils and calculators at the ready but with razor-sharp
spikes and a creatine-induced musculature, as the Honors team out-dueled
the professors 12-5 in a softball
contest last week.
It seems the faculty miscalculated in
scheduling the annual contest during
a weekend when three of its stars (a
full 75% of the infield) were out of
town. But after a contentious team
meeting during which this very topic
was discussed, it was decided that an
intentional weakening of the DOGS
was appropriate in light of last year's
rout. Perhaps we overreached.
Likewise, the faculty was unpre-

Honors Happenings:
HON101
by Evan Bevins
As they begin college, honors
students may find themselves overwhelmed by the need to adapt to new
surroundings and maintain their usual
academic standards. Marshall
University's Honors 101 course is an
attempt to make the transistion from
high school to college a little easier.
Like the University 101 course,
Honors 101 is designed to help
integrate students into the college
atmosphere. This year there are 10
sections of Honors 101, the most ever.
Dr. Richard Badenhausen, Chair of the
University Honors Council, describes
the program's purpose as threefold.
One goal is to familiarize students
with the college experience. Another is
to put them in touch with the school's

pared for the scheming ways of the
Yeager side, which planted one of its
own alumni as a mole on the DOGS
side. Recognizing that our own pitcher
was required to fill in elsewhere, the
Yeagers correctly predicted that their
secret representative, Mike McCarthy,
would be called on to switch over to
the DOGS side. The trickery was
apparent as he began serving up fat
meatballs to the plate, allowing the
young Yeagers to swat the balls to all
comers of the field. Although the
DOGS defended their turf valiantly,
even wiping out one Yeager duo by
turning a double play, the odds were
too great to overcome.
When McCarthy's chicanery was
brought to his attention, he deftly
deflected the question, immediately
engaging the surrounding Yeagers in
an intricate discussion on the topic of
bandwidth and gigabytes. Nevertheless, some of the more experienced
DOGS were overheard whispering
amongst themselves: "once a Yeager,
always a Yeager. They have pledged
allegiance to their leader Woodward,
promising to defend the honor of the

program to the death."
Reprising his role as pitcher for the
Yeager-nine was Mike Burr, even
though the respective managers had to
consult before the game, checking the
rulebook to see if seventh-year students were eligible for the annual
contest. Freed from his rigorously
demanding work schedule, Burr held
the opposing batters spellbound with
his famous El Nino pitch, in which the
hot air emanating from his mouth
alters the path of the approaching ball
so as to render it almost unhittable. In
fact, the Yeager manager, Nicole
LaRose, was spotted in Ritter Park the
day before the contest videotaping
Burr's motion and working on his
mechanics.
Indeed, it is perhaps time for the
DOGS to take this match a bit more
seriously and treat it with similar
respect. To that end, the DOGS have
accepted the challenge of a rematch
extended by Burr and his cohorts; this
time, we will plan to offer the full
complement of our team, a truly aweinspiring sight. As they say in Brooklyn, we're ready to go anytime,
anyplace.

various resources. Finally, the course
serves as a way to bring honors
students together so that they can get
to know one another in a comfortable
environment. Badenhausen also notes
an advantage for the Honors program
itself.
"It's a wonderful way for us to
introduce students to the Honors
program at the beginning of the first
year," Badenhausen said.
Badenhausen lists time management
as the biggest problem for beginning
honors students, along with the higher
expectations of college professors and
adjusting to life "without Mom and
Dad." Each Honors 101 professor
brings into the class other professors
and adrninstrators who have had
special training in those trouble areas.
The courses are taught by professors
from a variety of disciplines, on a

voluntary basis, because each class is
an overload. According to
Badenhausen, professors take on this
extra work because "they're interested
in working with honors students and
helping them succeed."
Dr. David Woodward, of the History
department, commented that his first
Honors 101 class, "has been a more
enjoyable experience than I thought it
would be." He has emphasized familiarity with current events and the
study abroad program.
Freshman Jennifer Hendricks, a John
Marshall Scholar, has experienced the
course's benefits. "It's given me more
information about some of the services
and activities around here," Hendricks
said. "I think it's really helpful to
students, especially people who aren't
familiar with the area, because it gives
them a place to start from."

I

ONLY THE BEST,
12-5
by Nicole LaRose
On Sunday, September 13 a team of
Yeager Scholars took to the diamond
against a group of professors calling
themselves decrepit old geezers, or
D.O.Gs. The Yeagers proved the
D.O.Gs' name accurate, squashing the
professors 12-5, and showing the
superiority of youth. On that scorching afternoon, the old people (granted,
the sun is harsh on their wrinkling
skin) could not manage a hit over the
Yeager outfield. Except for the
geezer's flawless left fielder, the
D.O.Gs made numerous fielding
errors. Even with the ringer in left
{who, according to the Yeagers'
director Martha "Yoda" Woodward,
was Dr. Hatfield of the English
department) the profs did not have a
chance against the powerful Yeager
attack.
Starting with their first at bats, the
Yeagers set the tone of the game by

mUIISA Eteclions
John Marshall Scholar Luke
Styer and Yeager Scholar Nicole
LaRose have been elected by
their fellow honors students to
represent their interests during
the academic year 1998-99 as coconsuls of the Marshall University Honors Students Association. They also gain two seats
on the University Honors Council, the faculty committee that
oversees the Honors Program.
MUHSA holds regular meetings
throughout the year; all honors
students are encouraged to
attend. You may contact Luke
and Nicole at
<Styerl@marshall.edu> and
<Larosel@marshall.edu>. John
Marshall Scholar Courtney
Ostaff has been appointed by
the Chair as a third student
representative to the Honors
CoW1cil.

bringing in five runs. Mike McCarthy,
Yeager alumni turned professor traitor,
helped the Yeagers in the field by
biffing on several fly balls. His batting
skills also aided in the Yeager plight to
annihilate the profs. Outfielder David
"Dependable" DeSario said,
"McCarthy couldn't hit the broad side
of a barn with a shovel," and second
baseman Zach "Gap Daddy" Weir
laughed that McCarthy "couldn't hit
water if he fell out of a boat." Both
refer to McCarthy's consistent
strikeouts. McCarthy wasn't the only
one in a slump; Dr. Castleberry and Dr.
Bean had similar hitting problems.
We cannot attribute the Yeager
victory solely to the decrepit play of
the old people. The Yeager squad, 15
strong, had its share of talent. "Dependable" DeSario reached base on
every at bat. Homer "Don't Call Me
Simpson" Dawson turned two double
plays and provided strong hitting.
Peter "Seminar Survivor" Strong
shagged long balls and hit his own.
The Yeagers voted Jenny "Rifle" Miller
and Billy "Bonzi" Jones co-MVPs.

Jenny guarded center field from
dropped balls, including catching two
hits from the usually amazing Dr.
Badenhausen. She also threw a rifle
shot from deep in the field to first
baseman Jones to tag out the sluggish
Hatfield on the last play. Billy's hand
smoked for hours after the game.
Besides "Bonzi's" amazing fielding
skills, he hit the game's only home
run, and just missed hitting for the
cycle. Jones described this day with
eloquent words, saying: "It's a shame
we only get to play this softball game
once a year. Giving a ruthless beating
like this is just too much fun."
After the game, the professors had a
Yeager victory picnic at Dr.
Badenhausen's house. The professors'
cooking skills were fortunately much
better that their ball playing. The old
geezers have muttered words of a
rematch, claiming that some of their
usual members were absent. But, does
replacing one old person with another
really matter? They should just face
their defeat. After all, the Yeager team
is "Only the Best."

The fourth annual
"What's It Like?"
speaker series kicks
off the 1998-99
year with a panel
at 3:30-5:00 pm
on October 28 in
the Alumni Lounge
on Law. Three attorneys with a
range of experience
in the profession
will address students and then take
questions.

--What happens
when a husband and
wife team-teach in
the honors classroom? Find out in a
future issue of Honors News, when Dan
Holbrook and
Montserrat Miller talk
about their seminar,
"Civic Culture in the
90s."
--Also in next month's
issue, look for Spring
1999 course information.

English Event
Monday, October 12: Yeager
Symposium Begins
Tuesday, October 13: Mid-Semester ( 1st 8 weeks classes end)
Wednesday, October 28: "What's
It Like?: Law" Alumni Lounge,
3:30-5:00
Friday, October 30: Last Day to
Drop a Full Semester Individual
Course
Wednesday & Thursday, November
4-5: Student Government Elections
November 9-20: Early Registration
for Spring Semester
Friday, November 20: 6:00 PM,
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE!
November 23- November 28
FALL BREAK

by Kathleen Sandell
On 12 October 1998, MU
Women's Programs and the English Department will sponsor a
two-part presentation by widelypublished scholar Dr. Margaret R.
Higonnet. The presentations will
be offered in conjunction with
Honors Seminar 396, Women and
War. and other courses, and will
highlight the contributions of
women throughout the history of
warfare. Higonnet will specifically
examine women's roles in modem
warfare, particularly during World
War I.
Higonnethastaughtatthe
University of Connecticut, George
Washington University, and the
University of Munich. She also
serves as an affiliate of the Center
for European Studies at Harvard
University. "She's known in some

Marshall University
Center for Academic Excellence
Honors Program.
OldMain230
Huntington, WV 25755-2160

sense as a 'theorist' about women
in war," explains Dr. Katherine
Rodier. Higonnet's international
anthology of women's writings
about World War I, entitled Lines
of Fire. will appear in December
1998.
In one afternoon discussion,
"Women, Memory and Trauma,"
Higonnet will address women's
roles in the burden of remembering war. She will also discuss the
trauma of female war participants,
such as nurses in intensive surgical
units. Higonnet's other lecture, "XRay Vision," is a comparative
project examining women's responses to World War I. The
presentation will include slides.
The presentations will take place
at 1:00 and 4:00 p.m. on 12 October
1998, with the latter event held in
the Alumni Lounge; they will be
open to all members of the greater
Marshall community.
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Comments from the Chair
The academic committee is
surely one of the most mysterious
(to students) and most loathed (by
faculty) beasts on any university
campus. As an undergraduate, I
was blissfully ignorant of most
academic committees, never
realizing that they were largely
responsible for setting policy,
establishing curriculum, and
determining the very nature of my
college expeFience. Committees
establish conditions under which
most of the heavy lifting or grunt
work of university life takes place.
This is nowhere more evident
than in the Honors Program, which
looks to the University Honors
Council to steer its increasingly
expansive load of courses, programs, and extra-curricular activities. Reflecting the interdisciplinary mission of the Honors Program, the sixteen-member Council
is broadly representative of the
entire campus, drawing members
not only from every college at
Marshall, but from Student Affairs,
Academic Affairs, and the Center
for Academic Excellence. In

addition, unlike many university
committees the Council reserves
three seats for student members,
emphasizing the Honors Program's
student-oriented approach.
Current student members
Courtney Ostaff, Luke Styer, and
Molly Bassett are scholarship
students who have been intimately
involved in the Honors Program
over the years. It is their role to
bring student concerns to Council
meetings and offer their important
perspective during the Council
discussions of a wide range of
policies, many of which directly
impact students.
In fact, during this academic
year, the Council has been extremely busy, not only with its most
significant task-- developing
curriculum for the Honors Program-- but with a range of other
activities, including incorporating
changes called for by a Program
evaluation commissioned by Dr.
Gilley; developing a mission
statement that will help guide those
modifilaJions; revising course
proposal procedures; redesigning
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course evaluation methods; facilitating a workshop for faculty
interested in making Honors course
proposals; and establishing policy
on a great number of Programrelated issues.
What I am struck by during all of
our meetings is the insight members bring to bear upon these issues
and the great care they take during
deliberations to arrive at a solution
that will benefit both the students
and the Program. Although no one
ever received tenure for performing
committee work, all of the Council
members take their committee
responsibilities very seriously. The
Honors Program is very lucky to be
able to benefit from that hard work
and intelligence.
So next time you take an Honors
seminar, just remember that there
are sixteen Council members
looking over your shoulder, trying
to make your experience in the
Honors Program the best it can be.
Richard Badenhausen, Chair
University Honors Council
Badenhau@Marshall.edu

We welcome Margaret Briggs to
the position of Honors Administrative Assistant Margaret
began working in the CAE on
February 2, after moving to the
Huntington area from Australia.
She welcomes your questions or
comments, and you may reach
her at extension 5421.
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your ever creative editors.

HONORS PROGRAM FACULTY
1998-99 ACADEMIC YEAR
We would lil{e to thank
the following faculty for
participating in Honors
courses during the 1998-99
Academic Year. The
Honors Program is only as
good as its teachers and
we're thankful to have had
some fine ones during this
past year.

Prof. Scott Anderson
Dr. Ann Bingham
Dr.~Dallas Brozil{
Dr. Bruce Ebanks
Dr. Jeff Elwell
Dr. Frank Gilliam
Dr. Alan Gould
Prof. Dan Holbrook ·
Dr. Amy Hudock
Prof. Dwight Jensen
Dr. Nancy Lang
Prof. Carla Lapelle
Prof. Dennis Lebec

Dr. Helen Linkey
Dr. Charles Lloyd
Dr. Clair Matz
Dr. Joan Mead
Dr. John Mead
Dr. Montserrat Miller
Dr. Jeff Powell
Dr. Katharine Rodier
Dr. Allan Stern
Dr. David Woodward
Prof. Martha Woodward
Dr. Alina Zapalska

Would you like to study abroad?
Do you think that you don't have the
money? You are probably wrong.
Marshall has an exchange program
with Anglia Polytechnic University
in Cambridge, England. The program works by having a Marshall
student and an Anglia student pay
their tuition and fees at their home
institutions and switching places.
Any scholarships apply just as if you
were studying at Marshall.
The academic program uses an
independent learning system. You
take up to 60 modules per term,
which transfers as 18 hours but only
means 12 hours of class time. For
each class you have a lecture and a
seminar. The lecturer and seminar
leader may not be the same professor, so the classes don't always deal
with the same material. You are
expected to read for seminar and be
prepared to discuss that week's

A Change of
Scenery: Studying at Anglia

It isn't like our midterms and
finals where you need to remember everything you have learned.
They don't give grades, but
percentages. A 40% is passing
and a 75%, a very rare mark, is
the highest mark any one can
receive. Can you imagine being
Nicole LaRose, Foreign
ecstatic that you got a 75%?
Correspondant
They have a very laid back
readings.
attitude here: the campus has a
Strangely, the British students
pub where students can grab a
don't feel pressure to do their
pint of beer between classes, the
reading. They tell the tutors, whom athletics are rarely competitive,
spring break lasts for three
they always call by their first
names, that they didn't do it. You
weeks, and the term is only 12
weeks.
receive your grade from one or
possibly two assignments per class,
What do you think? Would you
never quizzes or short assignments, like to experience a different
culture? It is a very valuable
but 10 page papers, long speeches,
experience. If you would like to
and possibly a final. With this
find out about the Anglia exsystem you can spend the entire
term on your paper and neglect all
change program contact Dr. Matz
the other material.
or Dr. Oberly.

A Major Issue: Women's Studies
DanaKinzy
"It's an interesting time to be a
woman at Marshall University," says
Dr. A.my Hudock, professor of
English and Women's Studies.
Indeed, the Women's Studies minor
and the Women's Studies Students
Association (WSSA) have experienced tremendous growth over the
past year, and now provide a wide
range of opportunities for student
activism on campus.
Women's Studies minors must
complete twelve hours of crossreferenced women's studies courses
and only one of these courses, WS
101: Introduction to Women's Studies, is required. The remaining nine
hours of course work can be chosen
from designated women's studies
courses within the disciplines.
Many of these courses meet the
Marshall Plan requirements for

writing intensive and/or multicultural course work. The number
of declared women's studies minors
at Marshall has increased from 12
to 42 within the last year. This rise
demonstrates the ongoing growth of
the minor.
Women's Studies also gained
another outlet on campus last
semdteJ when students Stacie
Coates-Amburgey, Andrea Fekete,
and Rachel Miller realized that
more than three hundred students
were enrolled in Women's Studies
courses. They decided to form a
student organization, the Women's
Studies Students Association, to
create opportunities for students to
get involved. The WSSA began
meeting weekly and sponsored a
poetry reading at the Renaissance
Bookstore.

Women's Studies at Marshall is
currently sponsoring a logo
contest and will award a $50
prize to the individual who
creates the best logo employing
the letters "WS" within the logo.
The Women's Studies Students
Association is also planning a
series of activities for the following months. The organization
will hold a fund-raiser poetry
reading on March 12 at the
Calamity Cafe. The money
collected at this poetry reading
will help fund a "Take Back the
Night" rally scheduled for April
30. "Take Back the Night" is a
national rally intended to protest
violence against women.
Students interested in becoming involved in the WSSA can
(continued on page 7)

Line of Sight: YGS 272 Scours the City
Jenny Dailey and Beth Chitty
Clinton, Monica, the Capitol, the
"Trial", the protestors, and those
crazy kids from the fourth Yeager
seminar... what more do you need
for an interesting weekend? On
Thursday, February 4th, twenty-two
John Marshall and Yeager Scholars
set out for an adventurous weekend
spent in our nation's capitol,
Washington D.C.
Arriving at our first official stopCharlottesville, VA-we spent the
evening "wining and dining"
together with the beautiful grounds
of UVA (Thomas Jefferson's pride
and joy, right Homer?) as our
setting. Refreshed and full on
Bolo's bagels, we started day two
with a mountain-top experience at
Monticello. The peak of our
morning was marked by Scott
Jones asking the devoted guide to
comment on Jefferson's supposed
love-child. With an answer and a
grin, we headed back down the
mountain.
And we're back ... in the vans ..
. destination D.C. The afternoon
hours may have been unpleasant,
even a bit gruesome, but memories
from the Holocaust museum will
not soon be forgotten. After
settling in our "Capitol-view" hotel
rooms, we hit the Metro in search
of the ever-popular Ethiopian
cuisine. Fine china and cloth
napkins- who needs them? Utensils? Not a chance when there's
enough cold, gray, clammy bread to
go around. Community finger
food, baby. Although some left not
completely satisfied, others discovered a favorite dish (or five); no
one could say that the meal was
like anything we had ever experienced before (or will in the near

future.) Exhausted from our busy
day and barely catching the last
train home, we hit the sack, thus
ending our first day in D.C.
Saturday morning allowed no
time for catching favorite cartoons.
Instead, it was spent roaming the
halls of the National Art Gallery.
After several hours of guided
gazing and exploring on our own,
we left feeling like true art critics.
While most of the crowd wandered
over to D.C.'s Union Station for
lunch, four brave souls set out in
search of the infamous tickets
needed for entry into the Senate's
gallery. As a result of persistence
and a number of trips up and down
the elevator, tickets made their way
into our pockets.
The fate of the afternoon was in
our own hands. Some spent the
hours back in the art gallery, some
checked out the Smithsonian, some
just did their own random thing
while the rest headed for the action
of the Senate gallery. The hour of
waiting passed by quickly thanks to
the entertainment supplied by the
beautiful chants, cheers, and
melodies of a few passionate
protestors. The floor could have
used a little rousing as well, for we
noticecf t!,iat not even Jordan and
Monica could keep some Senators
awake. The night's itinerary was a
hit with the ladies. The Round
Theatre's production of "The
Women" left us all with a little
GIRL POWER! Sorry, boys. After
scouring the streets for any place
that would feed us, we ended up at
"The Tomb"--one of Georgetown's
hip college pubs. This late-night
snack ended our second day in
D.C.

Sunday morning came too
quickly as we struggled out of bed,
packed our bags and headed for
Arlington. The weather was fitting
for such a somber occasion. Although missing out on the Changing of the Guard, we did catch an
emotional wreath-laying Ceremony. By the vote of the majority, the final stop to Mount Vernon
was eliminated from our day's
plans. So we're back ... in the
vans ... once again ... this time
destination Huntington, W.V. We
vote this trip was definitely quality
material.

Don't forget to
check your
e-tnail and
the CAE
postings
for the
next
MUHSA
ineeting!

Tell Us What It's Like: Health Care
Homer Dawson
The second presentation of this
year's "What's it Like" series
occurred February 17 in the
Alumni Lounge. The panel, which
focused on health care, included a
professor of nursing, a practitioner
of natural medicines, and a professor at Marshall's medical school.
Two Marshall students who
attended, Matt Weimer and Angie
Spiker, are both premed students
who hoped to gain some information about careers in health care.
The discussion began with Dr.
Diana Stotts, a professor of nursing
at Marshall's School ofNursing.
She used most of her time to talk
about the common misconceptions
about nurse practitioners. Nurse
practitioners are usually associated
with regular nurses.
Stotts says that nurse practitioners are more like doctors than
normal nurses. She says that nurse
practitioners can diagnose and
prescribe like any doctor, but have
more time to dedicate to the patients in the forms of education and
listening.
The next speaker was Dr. Darrell
Samples. Samples, the owner of
River Cities Natural Medicines,

has a doctorate in both Oriental
and naturopathic medicine. He is a
proponent of herbal remedies,
primarily because he was cured of
a chronic sinus infection with
herbal medicines.
Samples talked about the difficulty of being classified as practicing "alternative medicine." He
firmly believes in the capabilities
of both herbs and acupuncture to
help the sufferers of most of the
diseases that face humankind
today.
The final member of the panel
was Dr. James Becker. Becker, a
professor at Marshall's school of
medicine, is also a primary care
physician and sees people of all
ages. He spoke of the calling he
felt to become a doctor and, at age
3 7, graduated from Marshall's
medical school.
He urged doctors to look at the
big picture and to concentrate on
"the people instead of the molecules." Becker used the majority
of his time to discuss a normal day
in practice, treating everything
from occupational disease (black
lung in coal miners, for example)
to ear infections in grade school

children.
Spiker, a freshman biology
(premed) major from Pennsboro,
really liked what Dr. Becker had to
say: "When I picture myself as a
doctor, I see treating a newborn,
while an elderly man waits in the
next room." Spiker added,"His
speech [Becker's] gave me a good
glimpse at what I hope to be doing
in the future."
The herbal remedies of Dr.
Samples impressed Weimer a great
deal. "I have always dismissed
herbal healing in the past, but he
[Samples] has really
changed my mind," Weimer, a
sophomore chemistry premed
major from Toledo, said.
Both Weimer and Spiker agreed
that the panel discussion was worth
seeing. "I have always wanted to
be a doctor, and hearing and seeing
how fulfilled all of the speakers
seemed to be reinforced my decision," said Weimer.
Spiker echoed his sentiments: "I
really enjoyed hearing the perspectives from the three different
speakers. Hearing first hand about
what I want to do someday is
invaluable."

MUHSA Gets Busy
Luke Styer
To encourage student involvement in MUHSA, we are organizing social outings, and the first one
is Friday, March 5.
On Friday afternoon we will meet
at Calamity Cafe at 2:30, where
we're planning to eat, drink and,
most importantly, socialize. Following this late lunch we will head
to one of the downtown Huntington

movie houses to enjoy a matinee.
Following this initial outing,
providing that there is ample
interest, we will plan to meet the
first Friday afternoon of each
month for a similar event.
MUHSA isn't just about socializing, though. We also hold business
meetings, which are irregularly
scheduled to coincide with Honors

Council meetings.
The honors program relies on
student participation to further
student intersts. We invite and
encourage you to join us. Contact
Luke at <styerl@marshall.edu> or
Molly at <bassettl@marshall.edu>. Future MUHSA meeting times will be posted to the
Honors email list.

Honors Happenings:
A Tall Ship and a Star to Sail Her By
Clara Beard
As an Honors student, I too am
faced with the unending pressure to
get those honor hours under my
belt. This semester I am taking a
100-level honors class with Drs.
Mead. This is not another character from Dr. Seuss, but instead a
fantastically matched husband/wife
team. Dr. Joan Tyler Mead and Dr.
John Mead are the presiding
professors of HON 196, "American
Experience: Literature, Music and
Lore of 19th Century AngloAmerican Tall (Sailing) Ships."
With such a long and complicated
title you might expect a droning
lecture about the sails of a hermaphrodite brig instead of the
passionate dialogue present in
Smith Hall 115.
The purpose of this class is to

provide an interdisciplinary look at
the culture that sprang up around
the sea in the last century. Dr. Joan
Mead is a maritime literary expert,
giving us insight into the innerworkings of such authors as
Melville and London. Dr. John
Mead is the musical and technical
counterpart to the class. He describes the physical attributes of
the ships and the music that was
sung by the sailors.
Though this interplay between
disciplines would seem cluttered,
the Meads have it down to an art.
Dr. John Mead explains technical
sailing jargon found in our literature while Dr. Joan Mead can
comment on the literary worth of
those passages.
However, this teaching style does

have its drawbacks. Because of the
separate foci of the professors, they
must have individual time. This
leads to a "switching off' on days
where the class will listen to music
one day and discuss a novel the
next. Sometimes even this can be
advantageous; such as when there
is a song alluded to in the novel
that we could listen to and review
the next day. This give and take
can also lead to a more in-depth
understanding of not only the novel
but also the song.
It is this interdisciplinary understanding that is the objective of all
Honors classes. Under this criterion, I must give to the Drs. Mead
two thumbs up!

Model United Nations: Playing Pretend with the World
Alison Gerlach
Solving problems with Iraq,
trying international war criminals,
expanding the Security Council,
and improving the environment in
developing countries: if you have
answers, we have the club for you.
The Marshall University Model
United Nations Club (MUMUNC)
spent February 11-13 attempting to
solve, at least in the simulated
world of Model UN, these and
other world problems. They
attended the Dayton Model United
Nations Conference and served on
committees including Security
Council, Economic and Social
Committee (ECOSOC), General
Assembly and a simulated International Court of Justice (ICJ).

A Model UN conference allows
students to try their hands at being
international diplomats by participating in miniatures of the United
Nations committees. Delegates
research current topics facing the
real ~ and then act according to
their assigned country's policies.
Delegates debate,. caucus and write
resolutions in their country's best
interest. Students and schools are
then judges according to their
performance.
The Dayton Conference has an
added attraction: the Rant and
Rave Competition, where students
can rant and rave on the international topic of choice. Topics this
year included Clinton's apology to

the UN, freedom for Corsica, the
United States' resistance in adopting treaties and the apprehension of
the international criminal Carmen
Sandiego.
MUMUNC travels to conferences throughout the year, participating in several mock committees
including Security Council, Human
Rights Committee, ECOSOC,
NATO and Arab League. Some
conferences even offer a historical
simulation committee, such as
Vietnam Conflict resolution or preWorld War I Europe. To join
MUMUNC, contact Kathleen
Sandell at sandell l@marshall.edu.

•

News from the Honors Council
Frances Hensley, Associate Vice President, Academic Affairs
I have been a member of the
Honors Council for several years,
and during this time I have seen the
Honors program grow in numbers
of students and faculty involved.
This has been an exciting and
gratifying development, but also a
real challenge for the Council. This
growth has meant an increased
demand for Honors courses, which
in turn means recruiting faculty to
create advanced, innovative,
interdisciplinary courses. Although
the Chair of the Honors Council
does much of the actual recruiting,
the Council has become involved
in the process, most recently
through a discussion of what
constitutes a good Honors seminar
and how to encourage more faculty, especially our outstanding

teachers to participate in the
Honors Program. This discussion
has led to the scheduling of the
first workshop for prospective
Honors professors, led by Richard
Badenhausen, Chair of the Council,
and a panel of faculty who have
had successful Honors seminars in
the past. That workshop will be
held March 16. We hope this will
become an annual event, and that it
will attract faculty from a wide
range of disciplines to the Honors
Program. Students have been
vocal and emphatic in their appreciation of faculty who support the
Program, as well as their desire for
more disciplines to be represented
in the seminars.
These discussions are actually
part of a lager effort currently

Congratulations Hon-ors Travel Scholarship
Winners!
Andrea Lewis
Melissa Musick
John Janusz

JMS Scholars must
remember to see Dr.
Badenhausen or
Martha Woodward for
academic advising before you register.
Also, remember that
you must have taken
one Honors Seminar by
the end of your sophomore year and have
completed the second
one by the end of your
.
senior year.

*Senior Chad Peck
is redesigning the
Honors webpage
and is interested in
student input.
Email your suggestions to him at
peckl@marshall.edu.

underway: to define the mission
and goals of the Honors Program.
Student and faculty members of the
Council have been looking at
similar programs at other colleges,
and have engaged in spirited
debate about what we want the
program at Marshall to be and to
do. At recent Council meetings,
perhaps fueled by the chocolate
provided by Martha Woodward, but
kept on task by Dick Badenhausen,
we have drafted a preliminary
Mission Statement. We hope to
complete this task by the end of the
semester, if the chocolate lasts, and
begin to implement the goals
during the next academic year.
Anyone with a particular request or
comment regarding this project
should send it to Dr. Badenhausen.

("A Major Issue: Women's Studies" continued from page 3)
attend one of the organizations
weekly meetings (see dates below)
or check out their webpage that is
accessible off of the Marshall
homepage.
Future WSSA meetings:
Monday, March 1, 7:30 p.m.,
Student Center, 2nd Floor Atrium;
Thursday, March 11, 12:00 p.m.,
407 Corbly Hall; and
Monday, March 15, 7:30 p.m.,
Student Center, 2nd Floor Atrium

Calendar of Events
March 1-4-- SGA Elections
March 4 -- 2nd 8 Weeks Courses
Begin
March 17 -- 3:30 pm "What's It
Like?: The Arts," in the Alumni
Lounge of the MSC
March 19-- Last Day to Drop a Full
Semester Course
March 24 -- 2:00 pm Elizabeth Gibson
Drinko Honors Convocation in the Joan
C. Edwards Playhouse: Former Surgeon
General Dr. C. Everett Koop

Marshall University
Center for Academic Excellence
Honors Program
Old Main 230
Huntington, WV 25755-2160

Spring 1999
March 29- April 1-- Advance Registrar
tion for Summer Session for Currently
Enrolled Students

April 2-11 -- Spring Break
April 12 -- Classes Resume
April 19-30-- Advance Registration for
Fall Semester for Currently Enrolled
Students
April 26-30 -- "Dead" Week

Honors News
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Comments from the Chair
Excellence in teaching. What
does it mean? Why is it important?
How do we measure it? These are
hard questions that have no absolute answers. But to paraphrase
one United States Supreme Court
Justice's famous utterance, "I know
it when I see it."
The Honors Program has been
privileged in the past to have been
able to draw upon the talents of
many excellent professors who
have taught innovative, interdisciplinary seminars under our sponsorship. Numerous Reynolds and
Pickens/Queen teaching award
winners have gravitated to the
program to explore some of their
pedagogical interests. Indeed, two
of the three junior faculty members
recognized for excellence in
teaching at last month's Elizabeth
Gibson Drinko Honors Convocation--Dr. Katharine Rodier (English) and Dr. Montserrat Miller
(History)--happened to have taught
Honors seminars this past fall. Our
students were extremely lucky to
have benefited from their talents
and those of many other fine
teachers.
This year, as its members composed a new program mission
statement, the Honors Council
formally made teaching excellence
a centerpiece of that document.
And the council has tried to devise
ways to ensure that as it solicits
curriculum for the program, dynamic, innovative, thoughtful
instruction will make up a large

part of those classes. One way the
Honors Council has decided to
encourage this tendency is by
conducting an annual course
proposal workshop that seeks to
involve a wide range of faculty
from across campus in a discussion
about teaching strategies, specifically in Honors. Of the two dozen
or so participants in last month's
workshop, five had received one of
the university's major teaching
awards; and at least nine different
departments on campus were
represented, demonstrating the
interdisciplinary nature of Honors
education.
Numerous presenters at the
workshop discussed their experiences in Honors and stressed
activities that tended to bring out
the best in their respective students.
Two experienced Honors students,
Molly Bassett and Christina
Keefer, also spoke eloquently about
what they looked for in an Honors
class: interdisciplinary approaches,
seminar-style discussion, challenging texts and ideas, and collabora-

tive approaches to learning. Each
of these areas happens to be reflected in the program mission
statement.
My recent visit to one of this
semester's Honors seminars, taught
by Dr. Joan Mead and Dr. John
Mead, revealed just how eager our
students are to become engaged in
thoughtful, lively, critical discussions of challenging texts. The
students I witnessed Were, with the
skillful guidance of the instructors,
wrestling with a range of fundamental questions that touched upon
a range of disciplines including
history, literature, music, sociology,
and psychology, to name just a few.
The challenge for the Honors
Program is to establish a framework that ensures such outcomes in
each and every class that it offers.
I hope faculty and students will
continue to assist us in achieving
this goal.
Richard Badenhausen, Chair
University Honors Council
Badenhau@Marshall.edu
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Final Words frotn the Editors
Honors events this semester:
I. Honors Council Dirt:
A. Mission Statement: T-shirts and tank tops are being printed. Pick one up for $12 in
Martha's office, and for more information call 696-2475.
B. HON 101: Social playtime or academic practicum? Molly voted for pizza and beer.
C. Course Evaluations: Tell 'em why you failed, why it's not your fault, and that it's the profs
fault that you're losing the scholarship.
D. Early Registration: A rare mix: ballplayers and honors students. Networking opportunity?
11. "What's It Like?"
A. Yeager Scholar and Philosopher Eric Butler offers suggestions for future series:
1. Nuclear Winter: What's It Like?
2. Cannibalism: What's It Like?
3. Being Bald: What's It Like?
4. Being tom limb from limb by 1,000 irate gorillas in the humid rain forests of South
Asia, curling up in a fetal position and playing dead only to realize that the rumors are false and
that the technique doesn't really fool irate gorillas: What's It Like?
B. Honors News Co-editors Kathleen Sandell and Molly Bassett offer suggestions:
I. Viagra: What's It Like?
2. Getting Kicked out of an Honors Seminar: What's It Like?
3. Brushing Your Dogs' Teeth: What'sltLike?
4. Being Audited by the IRS: What"s It Like?
5. Finding a New Book in the Library: What's It Like?
C. Contact <badenhau@marshall.edu> if you are interested in participating as a panel member.
III. Honors Convocation
A. The Book Awards: Some people went unrecognized at this year's Honors Convocation, and
so we've decided to make amends for the oversight.
1. Bill Palmer: 1,001 Irish Beers by Nicole LaRose
2. Martha Woodward: Ageless Vitality: Revealing the Secrets ofAnti-Aging by Linda
Rector, N.D., Ph.D.
3. Mike McCarthy: Baby Names.from Your Favorite Computer Games: Atari to Zelda by
The Society ofYeager Scholars
4. Ann Marie Bingham: The Musical Descent ofHerman Being by Kenny G.
5. Amy Hudock & Katharine Rodier: 101 Things a College Girl Should Know,jrom a
Big Sister Who 's Been There by Stephanie Edwards
6. Corley Dennison: Put Your Hat and Coat on before You Jump out a Window: A Guide
to Mass Media and its Consequences by The Associated Press
7. John Van Kirk: The Conversations ofDon Juan and Trip Fontaine: Mythic Men by
John Van Kirk
8. Ralph Oberly: The Great Adventures ofPhysics Man by YGS 272
B. Congrats!
IV. Molly & Kathleen, over & out.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:congratulations to those Graduating with
• University Honors!

:
•

: Christina Keefer
: Crystal Nester
• Brooke Browning
: Kara Dee Dixon

•
•

••

Farrah Jacquez
Courtney Ostaff
Jacki Pick
Cheryl Cooper

•
••
••
••

•
•
•
•
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LINE OF SIGHT:
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Kathleen Sandell
Many honors students may not
be aware of an exciting academic
option called the National Student
Exchange. Through this domestic
exchange, students can pay
Marshall tuition to study at one of
155 participating colleges and
universities nationwide for up to
one year. Any full-time Marshall
student in good standing with a
minimum cumulative GPA of 2.5
is eligible to participate in this
program.
"There are hundreds of reasons
for honors students to look into
this exchange," says Martha
Woodward, Executive Director of

the Center for Academic Excellence. One benefit is that students can study a particular area
of interest that Marshall may not
offer and receive Marshall
credit. For example, John
Marshall Scholar and Biology
major Benjamin White will
study entomology at the University of Georgia.
Students may also be interested
in experiencing a different
culture without studying abroad.
The National Student Exchange
includes programs in Guam,
Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands and Canada. Among a
vast list of opportunities, students may explore graduate

schools and job opportunities.
(Plus, there's always the prospect of adventure and exploration!)
Marshall will send 5 students
to various universities in the
Fall, including 3 John Marshall
Scholars. Marshall will also
host four students from four
diverse areas: Rhode Island,
Washington State, South Carolina and Puerto Rico. Booklets
about the 1999-2000 National
Student Exchange are available
in the Center for Academic
Excellence.

PROWLing Around
LoganAlley
new people and to discover
Marshall University students
different perspectives on the
have a unique opportunity to be
important questions in my life.
involved in a Christian ecumeniWhy am I here? Where am I
cal fellowship. Officially started
going? Does anyone know that I
about 10 years ago, PROWL
am here?
represents an opportunity for
Through PROWL I have had
students and others within
some fabulous opportunities for
Marshall's community to have a
service. For example, I got to
chance to converse with Chrisattend two national conferences,
tians of different denominations,
work at the City Mission, preach
with people of other faiths, and
at a tiny chapel in beautiful
with spiritual people.
I first tried out PROWL because Cabwaylingo, WV, work with atI thought the name was neat (the
risk teens, travel all of West
letters stand for People Reaching
Virginia, even go to the beach
Out With Love) and I stayed
after finals! Plus along the way I
because I found a place to meet
have grown considerably from

the shy little Hoosier girl suddenly transplanted to Huntington because of a scholarship.
I have met many beautiful
people, and I now realize that
the diversity of life is what
makes us stronger and able to
work together. Far from just an
opportunity to worship
PROWL offers a place and
community to grow and learn
how exactly to reach out with
Love.
If you would like to learn
more about PROWL, please
feel free to contact me at
<al1ey2@marshall.edu>.

HONORS COURSES
FALL1999
HON 296: Crossing Cultures: Travel, Discovery, Contact MW 2-3: 15
The liminal experience of moving into another culture and transforming understanding of your own has been called the
most American of experiences. Moreover, Joseph Campbell has argued that leaving home to encounter others is one of the
central motifs of all heroic literature, in all cultures. Why is contact with others different from yourself so important to
self-discovery? To world relations? To historical perspectives? Drawing upon a range of international texts, this course
will consider how moving from one culture into another transforms consciousness and makes it impossible to return home
the same, ifto return "home" at all. From a variety of time periods, we will focus on explorers, conquistadors, pioneers,
colonizers, the colonized, captives, slaves, and accidental travelers whose experience of other cultures significantly changes
them, and changes the idea of culture itself. To investigate the power of the liminal experience and the tensions embodied
in what Mary Louise Pratt calls "the contact zone," we will examine non-fiction first person accounts, historical documents, travel writing, political treatises, fiction, drama, poetry, and films. Accordingly, we will juxtapose European and
non-European perspectives on "contact" throughout the course, emphasizing both historical and more contemporary
encounters in the so-called "New World," the "Dark Continent," and the "Far East." This course fulfills the three-hour
writing-intensive requirement of the Marshall Plan.
Dr. Katharine Rodier, Assistant Professor of English
Dr. Amy Hudock, Assistant Professor of English

HON 480: Tyranny

TTH 11:00-12:15

This course will examine the genesis,justification, and fate of a series of tyrannical or totalitarian regimes. Beginning with
several political and theological thinkers (Plato, Hobbes, Augustine), we will explore how and why the desire for the
"best" regime degenerates into tyranny--the "worst" regime--during implementation. Next, we will conduct several
historical case studies, including the United States during the Puritan era and the framing of the Constitution, France during
the Terror, Europe during the industrial revolution and Germany during the Nazi era, as actualizations of potentially
tyrannical theories, including those advanced by Rousseau and by Marx. In studying these theoretical and actual regimes, _
we will especially consider the ends/means debate, asking if the goals of these regimes justified the use of any and all
means necessary to achieve them
Dr. Christine Henderson, Assistant Professor of Political Science
Dr. William Palmer, Professor of History

HON 481: The Holocaust as Social and Historical Experience

TTH 12:30-1 :45

The Holocaust, the systematic annihilation of Jews and others in Europe by the Nazi regime and its collaborators during
the Second World War, was one of the greatest tragedies in human history. The attempt to destroy an entire people simply
because of who they were symbolizes for many the epitome of inhumanity in the twentieth century. Studying the Holocaust ultimately forces us to confront difficult questions concerning human nature, the organizational constraints of modem
society, the misuse of governmental authority, and issues of morality in the modem world. The lessons learned from
studying the Holocaust can be applied to other examples of tyranny and injustice in the modem world. We will examine
how the "machinery of destruction" operated in the annihilation of six million European Jews (the "Final Solution") and
millions of other victims. We will also examine the response of the Jewish victims to the policy of extermination. The
responses of those who might have helped the victims also will be assessed. In short, we will be concerned with understanding the behavior of victims and bystanders, as well as that of the perpetrators.
Dr. Richard Garnett, Assistant Professor of Sociology
*These courses, which have a 3 .3 GPA prerequisite, also fulfill many departmental major and college requirements.•

Honors Happenings: Cookies & Course Proposals
Molly Bassett
Last month, Dr. Richard
Badenhausen invited Christina
Keefer, a senior education major,
and I, along with a host of honors
program faculty, to take part in an
Honors Course Proposal Workshop.
The Workshop, designed by the
Honors Council, gives faculty, who
wish to teach within the Honors
Program, but who haven't taught
an honors course, a chance to learn
what to expect from experienced
honors program faculty and students.
Dr. Badenhausen, Chair of the
Honors Council, opened the meeting with some general comments
about the Program, including the
newly adopted mission statement,
the Program's goals, and criteria
for course selection. He explained
the Workshop as a time, "to allow
people who have taught in honors
to share experiences with others
who will teach in honors."
Following Dr. Badenhausen's
opening comments, Dr. Charles
Lloyd of Classical Studies talked
about strategies for teaching honors
students. He advised those interested in teaching an honors class
that there are increasingly more
science majors taking humanities
oriented seminars and that students
in honors classes probably have
backgrounds in disciplines other
than the seminar's focus. Dr.
Lloyd also explained some teaching methods that he has successfully used in honors seminars,
including writing in daily logs,
informal writings in class, peer
review/revision, rewriting, and
extensive use of student/professor

conferences.
Dr. Harlan Smith, professor of
economics, outlined strategies for
generating successful course
proposals. In his discussion, heincluded tips for how to propose
what you want and please the
Honors Council, which approves
the proposals. He suggested that
· professors follow course proposal
instructions, remember their
audience (on the Honors Council
and in the classroom), stay within
themselves, cooperate with another
faculty member ("two heads are
better than one"), get started (''just
do it"), and be complete. With
these tips in mind, the Workshop's
focus moved to team teaching.
Dr. Katharine Rodier and Dr.
Amy Hudock, who have team
taught honors courses like "Women
and War" in the past, suggested
ways to work with a colleague
without killing him or her. Practicing what they preached, Dr.
Hudock and Dr. Rodier worked
together to talk about working
together. They agreed that getting
along depends on each professor
understanding the other's "classroom concept" and "mind set." Dr.
Hudock commented that she and
Dr. Rodier work to break down
authority in the classroom by
partipating instead of just leading
class discussion. They also made
the observation that they enjoy
attending class together, believe
professors get the most from
honors classes when they attend
every day (not just the days they're
teaching), and that they should
share the experience, from designing the class to grading assignments.

Dr. Monserrat Miller and Prof.
Dan Holbrook, who team taught
"Civic Culture in the '90s" in the
fall of 1998, activities that supplement the classroom experience,
which in their class included
students designing and executing a
public presentation about American civic culture. They saw the
project as a great group learning
experience and an opportunity for
"the themes to aggregate in a
polished experience." Much of the
workshop focused on faculty
relating to students, and the final
speakers were students.
Christina Keefer and I collaborated over email to decide what
honors students look for in a
seminar. We came to several
conclusions, including students
look for an interesting topic, an
environment in which they feel
willing to take risks, and studentled discussions. We agreed that
some professors expect too much, but that we enjoy the challenge of
an honors course and expect to
have to work harder in honors
courses than in regular courses.
The workshop concluded on a
positive note with questions,
answers, and refreshments, and the
Honors Council hopes that this
workshop and future ones like it
will create interest in the Honors
, Program for faculty unfamiliar
with it.
Any faculty member interested in
teaching an honors course or
participating in future workshops
may contact Dr. Badenhausen at
<badenhau@marshall.edu>.

Deep Thoughts from the Executive Director
Martha Woodward, Executive Director of the Center for Academic Excellence
While I haven't been part of the
Honors Program at Marshall since it
began in 1962, I have seen it from all
sides and am convinced that we are
now beginning to see a blossoming of
its potential. My first involvement
came in the '70s when I team taught a
class with a couple of faculty, including Dr. Anderson from Chemistry.
One of our readings was the then cool
Zen and the Art ofMotorcycle Maintenance. The office/classroom/lounge
was on the top floor of the now
departed Northcott Hall. Pretty

grungy overall.
I went to work part-time in the Suite
in 1990. Then the Honors Program
office was the present computer lab
and the Y eagers inhabited the roO[!lS at
the end of the hall. Then all changed
with the creation of the CAE in '92.
Our massive takeover of Old Main
territory and integration of all the
Honors programs made incredible
sense-that's probably why it didn't
happen sooner-and we have seen
dramatic progress since.
The numbers of scholarshiJ?S have

risen; we serve more students on a
formal and informal basis; our program offerings have increased; we
have emerged triumphant from three
evaluations; and we see more students
participating directly with guiding the
program.
I maintain--on my good days at
least-that I have the best job in the
university. I get to recruit and interact
with the best students on campus,
seeing them grow and take their places
in the world only to be replaced by
more just like them.

"What's It Lilce?: The (Business of the) Arts"
Greg Wheeler

dents to visit the museum, menSt. Patrick's Day couldn't have
looked or felt any prettier. The sun tioning the opening of a special
exhibit on jazz beginning April
lulled Marshall's typically-bus24th.
tling-Wednesday campus into a
Bob Thompson, jazz pianist and
stupor. Avoiding this, thirty-odd
member
of the Mountain Stage
students, faculty, and community
band, related his history in the art
members attended the "What's It
world, beginning with quite
Like?" panel focusing on the Arts.
humble roots as a trumpet player in
Margaret Mary Layne, Director of
junior high. An interested teacher
Development at the Huntington
along the way taught him elemenMuseum of Art, spoke of how,
tary music theory, further motivatduring previous job experiences,
ing him to pursue a career in
she would never have thought she
music. However, he found that the
would work in a museum. Alcreative side of the arts must be
though she studied art history in
balanced with the "career" aspect,
school, Layne had worked largely
as well. Occasionally frustrated by
in the business sector. She reattempts at a solid recording
marked that bringing art, beauty,
contract, he learned from his
and education to the community
failures and attempted to break
attracted her to the field. Layne
stressed job-transferable skills such away from his influences. Accordas computer literacy and teamwork ing to Thompson, selling oneself
as a practical means of entering the proves the only means of originality. In a similar vein, he defined art
art world. The various types of
jobs amazed Layne as she began
as putting one's whole existence on
display. Thompson recommended
work at the museum: curators,
performers constantly put themeducators, accountants, public
relations staff, retailers, and librar- selves in unfamiliar and perhaps
uncomfortable situations. By
ians. She closed by inviting stu-

teaching youngsters throughout the
state he keeps in contact with other
generations.
Larry Groce, host and co-producer of Mountain Stage, described
his presentation as "Bob Thompson: Part 2." Through music
performance, he gained the estee~
of his peers. Through determination, he said, he began West
Virginia's weekly music show,
Mountain Stage. When National
Public Radio balked at the offer of
airing and funding the show, Groce
said he took a "Screw you" attitude
towE:Jid them. His mile-a-minute
mannerisms are not only charming,
but sincere. He said someone
entering the art world must be
naive; otherwise, the odds seem
overwhelming. While all three
panelists encouraged prospective
artists, Groce's words especially
reflected his attitude toward newcomers. "If you feel like you want
to go into [the arts]," he said, "you
must feel compelled to do it."

•

!Coop d'etat: Dr. C. Everett l(oop Speaks at Honors Convocation
Elizabeth Duke
The Honors Convocation on
Wednesday, March 24, featured former
U.S. Attorney General C. Everett
Koop as convocation speaker and
honored outstanding students and
faculty. Our own Honors Newsletter
Editor Molly Bassett walked away
with the A Mervin Tyson A ward, the
outstanding honors student award. .
University Honors Book Awards went
to Angela Hager, Tonya Patrick, and
Christina Keefer. Students recognized
for graduating with University Honors
were Christina Keefer, Crystal Nester,
Brooke Browning, Kara Dee Dixon,
Farrah Jacquez, Courtney Ostaff, Jacki
Pick, and Cheryl Cooper.
Dr. Victor Lombardo received the
Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Award
for Excellence in Teaching. Dr. Alan
Altany was presented with the Charles
E. Hedrick Award. Dr. Montserrat
Miller, Dr. Katharine Rodier, and Prof.
Deborah Meehan received Pickens/
Queen Awards.
Following the presentation of
awards, Honors Council Chair Dr.
Richard Badenhausen introduced the
speaker, Dr. C. Everett Koop, and as
Dr. B noted after the convocation, he
is a man who "lives his message." Dr.
Koop has spent his life promoting
good health and reforming health care
in the U.S. as Surgeon General,
professsor, editor, and institute
founder; and at 84 years old, Dr. Koop
is a picture of the good health he
promotes.
As freshman Yeager Scholar Zach
Weir remarked after the speech, "All I
want is to look that good when I'm
82." Martha Woodward was disappointed that there was an 82-year-old
who looked better than she does.
Dr. Koop' s speech "Issues in Health
Care Delivery That We'll Not Lose in
the Next Millenium" addressed the
issues of malpractice, alternative

medicine, the effect of spirtuality on
health care, physician assisted suicide
and focused on the impact of managed
care (i.e. HMOs) on the American
health care system.
...
The former Surgeon General, who
told us that he became a surgeon
before there were antibiotics, explained that originally managed care
meant that patients paid an annual fee
and doctors provided whatever health
care was necessary--the idea was to
eliminate traditional fee-for-service
health care, which meant people didn't
get treatment if they had no money.
The purpose originally wasn't to make
money but to give quality health care.
However, as it always does, the
system went corrupt and the problem
nowadays with HMOs is the growth of
market-based managed care programs.
Three out of four HMOs are now
owned by profit-making business
firms, and the trouble with these
profit-based HMOs is that businessmen rather than doctors are making
critical decisions about health care and
are destroying what's left of the
doctor-patient relationship.
Koop says that the reason Americans
are unsatisfied with health care is that
they want three things: immediate
access, highest quality, and low cost.
It's the American way, right?: fast, hot,
and cheap. But Koop proposes that
realistically we can only achieve two
of these goals at the same time. As for
the future of managed care, Dr. Koop
said that he would like to see congress
pass a good national health care plan
that fuses some of the cost-saving
socialism of managed care with the
fee-for-service-choose-your-owndoctor system of the "old days." But
Koop expects we will keep procrastinating on this and around 2005 we will
have to go to a government-pay-all
system--an idea which doesn't look
good considering it has failed in

several other industrialized countries
including Canada and Great Britain.
Dr. Koop offers a glimmer of hope
though, a glimmer that became the
central theme of his speech.
Koop proposes that if doctors adopt
a spirit of professionalism and if
patients become more educated about
their health and health care in general,
we can save the health care system
ourselves. After all, who will be
starting their careers as doctors in
2005? (Not us, right?!)
As Connie Pointer Fink, citizen of
Huntington and incidentally an insurance claims filer, pointed out, "Dr.
Koop came here today for you, and
I'm really glad he did because you will
be the ones making decisions for me
when I'm old and can't make these
decisions for myself. Even if you
don't have the answers, you have to
ask the questions. The message here
today was that if things are going to go
the way Dr. Koop would like and that I
would like, we can't rely on market
forces. We are going to have to wake
up and do it ourselves. That is why he.
came for you today."
With a commanding presence Dr.
Koop touched on all the major health
care issues facing Americans today
and even slipped in some humor. I
especially enjoyed Dr. Koop's speech
because he spoke about these issues
from all angles as surgeon, teacher,
and government official. And as one
should expect from a doctor, I felt as if
I was getting a very reliable opinion.
As Connie Fink related, "I left work
today and walked five blocks to get
here, and I'm glad I did."
Incidentally, don't forget to visit
"your trusted health network" at
www.drkoop.com for reliable information regarding your health.
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Comments
This is an exciting time to
be involved in the Honors
Program at Marshall University. I
am delighted to see our returning
Honors students in the hallways of
the Center for Academic
Excellence and am particularly
pleased to welcome our new group
of Honors students, which is over
150 strong.
While I have had the
opportunity to meet many new
Honors students during formal
meetings or in visits to Honors
101 classes, I hope others will stop
by my office in 230 Old Main to
say hello. Mrs. Woodward and I
are always available to answer
your questions about the program
or Marshall University. Please
call, email, or visit in person so we
can help. During registration, of
course, all John Marshall Scholars
are required to visit our offices to
have the advisor hold lifted from
their records. You won't be able
to register otherwise.
We have made many
changes and updates to our
program since last year. A new
web-site offers students and
faculty everything they need to
know about Honors at Marshall
University, and includes forms,
requirements, special programs,
class information, and a calendar.
In fact, classes for spring 2000 are
already posted on the site. The
new John Marshall Scholars
Advisory Committee, which gives
the John Marshall Scholars a

the

ChaiP

formal voice within the program,
has just been elected. We have
two new Honors News editors who
are interested in hearing what you
have to say about Honors. In
November, we are hosting an
internationally known scholar in
Holocaust Studies to meet with
students and talk to the public, in
conjunction with Dr. Richard
Garnett's class on the Holocaust.
Freshmen John Marshall Scholars
are now required to complete an
"activity completion form"
detailing their attendance at a
cultural event once each semester.
And I am working with Senior
Yeager Scholar Nicole LaRose on
ways of integrating Honors student
mentors into the Honors 101
classes. With so much going on, it
is easy for Honors Students to get
involved in the program. Just stop
by the offices of the CAE to find
out what is happening.
The "What's It Like?"
speakers series continues in its
fifth year, with panels on Graduate
School (Sept. 28), Law (Nov. 1),
Mental Health (Feb. 9), and
Criminal Justice (April 12}-all
events will be held in Alumni

Lounge. The MU Honors Student
Association continues in its role
representing the needs of Honors
students on campus; but this year it
will be run by the elected chairs of
the John Marshall Scholars
Advisory Committee and the
Yeager Scholars Advisory
Committee.
The Honors email
discussion list continues to be in
place and is our primary means of
communicating with you. Please
make sure to read carefully all the
messages from that list relating to
important deadlines, requirements,
scholarship opportunities, and
class information. While all
honors students should have been
subscribed to the list, if you are
not receiving email from the
Honors Program, please send me
your email address and I will
subscribe you. Identify yourself
as a scholarship holder, if you have
one. Once again, welcome and
welcome back!
Dr. Richard Badenhausen, Chair
University Honors Council
230 OM; 696-6405
Badenhau@Marshall.edu
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HONORS COURSES
SPRING 2000

------------------------------------HON 196: Philanthropy in America

T 6:30 - 9:00

This course examines the role of philanthropy in American society, including the art and science of
raising money and society's obligations to help its less fortunate; how philanthropy is affected by economic
conditions; and ethical considerations in fund-raising. The seminar will consist of class discussion, assigned
readings of current literature in the field, field experiences and reports, visits by a number of prominent
speakers representing local charitable organizations, and instructor lectures. Although the course will be of
interest to students considering careers in fund-raising, this is not a how-to course.
Dr. Randy Bobbitt, Assistant Professor of Journalism
Dr. Carolyn Hunter, Vice-President of Alumni Development

HON 296: Women and the U.S. Civil War T 4:00 - 6:20
618,000 Americans died in the War Between the States, but many more lived to tell a version of the
story. This course will explore how women who experienced firsthand the broad effects of the Civil War
attempted to communicate and to clarify, to themselves or to others, their memories and insights. In the
introduction to her novel, Cameron Hall: A Story of the Civil War, Mary Anne Cruse noted that "the half has
not been told." We will survey journals, diaries, letters, regimental histories, historical documents and
critiques, transcriptions of speeches and songs, poems, fiction, and journalism to reconsider Cruse's
challenge to traditional visions of historical and cultural records, the dividing lines between fact and fiction,
and the uses of public and private discourse in response to the profound repercussions of this national crisis.
Although war has traditionally been considered the exclusive domain of men, women persist in
writing stories of war because war has always made women a part of its story. Few historians or critics
assess the texts written by women during the Civil War, too often dismissing these works as domestic
fiction, sentimental commentary, propaganda, or, simply, as women writing on a subject they know nothing
about. But without a sense of their visions, we only see part of the picture. To understand the wider
response to the Civil War and its aftermath, we must consider its many recorded voices, across many
disciplines.
·
Dr. Amy Hudock, Assistant Professor of English
Dr. Katharine Rodier, Assistant Professor of English
Dr. Frances Hensley, Professor of History
***This course fulfills the three-hour writing-intensive requirement of the Marshall plan and counts
as a three-hour credit toward a women's studies minor.***

*Honors Seminars, which have a 3.3 GPA prerequisite, also fulfill many departmental
major and college requirements.*

HON 480: Reading the American War in Vietnam W 2:00 - 4:30
The Vietnam War provides a vast arena in which to study America in its literary, cultural and
political context. To gain an understanding of the issues shaping a period described as "the most crucial
national experience in modem times" we will draw upon the literature and film produced by many of the
conflicts' participants-journalists, combatants and support personnel in addition to scholars attempting to
decipher those materials. The course will facilitate a clearer understanding of how and why we got involved
in the war, the nature of that involvement, and the reasons why Americans remain divided over that war.
Dr. Donna Pasternak, Assistant Professor of English
Dr. Robert Sawrey, Professor of History
***This course fulfills the three-hour multicultural requirement of the Marshall Plan.

***

HON 481: France, Italy and the Contemporary World of Film TH 3:30 - 5:50
This interdisciplinary course will address the cinema, its status as a cultural and political product,
and the transformations it introduces into the ways in which we think about the world. Through a number of
sophisticated readings in film criticism and the viewing of predominantly French and Italian film (with
subtitles), students will be introduced to the power of film and how it has changed the cultural and social
landscape of France and Italy. We will view films by directors such as Michelangelo Antonioni, Fran~ois
Truffaut, and Jean-Luc Goddard. By the end of the course, students will possess a more encompassing
appreciation for the importance of film in their everyday cultural, practical, and political lives; will be able to
comprehend conceptually difficult philosophical and cinematic theory; and will learn how to view culture
through cinema and the various theories that account for its activity.
Dr. Eric Migernier, Assistant Professor of Modem Languages
Dr. Jeffrey Powell, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
***This course fulfills the three-hour multicultural requirement of the Marshall Plan.***

Raw John Marshall Scholars Requirements
John Marshall Scholars in this year's freshman class (and in
subsequent years thereafter) are required as part of their
scholarships to attend one event on campus per term and complete a
one - page report on that event. Pre-approved events include any
Honors Program sponsored event, events announced in Honors News, or
events announced by the Honors office on the Honors email
distribution list. For approval of other events, contact the
Executive Director of the CAE or the Honors Council Chair before the
event occurs. Completed course activity forms, which are available
in the CAE or at the CAE website, are due by the last day of classes
of the term. Students who miss the fall deadline must turn in two
reports in the spring semester. Failure to turn in two reports can
result in the loss of your scholarship.

Comments From the Insane Editors
Greetings Honors
Students. We're your new
Honors News idiots (whoops .. .
we mean editors) Elizabeth and
Dana. We're happy to have
you on board. Thank you for
flying Honors News. Since we
are insane (Pilot to bombardier,
pilot to bombardier) we will not
be held accountable for any
insults, injuries, or flying objects
in the Honors News. Ummm ..
Welcome aboard. Now for
your entertainment, please sit
back and enjoy our specially
prepared suggestions of natural
highs for honors students in the
spirit of e-mail forwards and
Honors student Herschel Jeffrey
andhisemail-forward-inspiredsarcasm.

Natural Highs:
1. Watching "The Dirty Dozen"
with a close group of friends
2. Holding someone you love in
front of a fire
3. Watching that person you're
holding in front of the fire start to
smoulder
4. Performing a dissection in
Biology class
5. Practicing dissection on your
roommate
6. Mal<lng lists
7. Kissing the statue of John
Marshall for good luck on exams
8. Consulting Dr. Badenhausen
about your paper topic the day
before it's due
9. TryingtoconsultwithDr.
Badenhausen on your paper topic
on the day it is due

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: Right About Now, The Funlc Soul Bruddah . . . :
•
•
:
Check It Out Now: New Honors Website :
• The Funk Soul Bruddah,
•by
• Michael Beck
Have you checked out
the Honors web page? Located
at www.marshall.edu/cae, it is
the program's way to
communicate with the Honors
students in every college and
discipline.
Included in the page are
descriptions of Honors courses
past, present and future as well
as basic information such as the
program's mission and why one
ought to be an Honors student.
Don't miss out on the program's
calendar, detailing the various
goings-on in academia that may
be of interest to an Honors
student. If you're having any

questions about the program, be
sure to check the FAQ screen at
the site. Of particular interest
are the Honors forms available
on-line.
Remember to also
peruse the links to other sites
that may be helpful to students,
such as the course catalog, the
National Student Exchange
(NSE) page, the National
Collegiate Honors Council site,
and the Society of Yeager
Scholars home page. And, of
course, there's the Honors
Council roster. The list of
interesting and useful tidbits just
goes on and on ....

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

10. Mal<lng a conscious decision
never ever to consult Dr.
Badenhausen about your paper
topic
11. Consulting Dr. Badenhausen
12. Getting a package (Discovering your package contains Dr.
Badenhausen)
13. Student Center bagels (esp.
Land O'Lakes cream cheese)
14. MeanLibrarians
15. Sexy Librarians
16. Testing swamp sludge
(Huntington Water) for acidity
17. Looking down and realizing
that your Coke has turned into a
seething cauldron of acid
18. Realizing you 're not in
Kansas anymore
19. Wearing ruby red slippers to
class anyway
20. Toto

21. Taking Toto to the vet
22. Dr. Corley Dennison
23. ReadingTheRhetoricalAct
•• 24. NotreadingTheRhetorical
: Act and deciding that all texts
either do not exist or represent
the republic of Ireland
25. Asking someone who has
just given a speech 50 questions
26. Jamming the CAE copier or
printer with track paper
27 · Hiding stuff from Sharlee,
then laughing when you get an
email asking if anyone has seen or
borrowed her calculator/ VCR/
stapler/ grandchild
28. Studying
29. Falling asleep while studying
30. Reading the Honors News
Insanely Your Co-Editors,
Elizabeth Duke & Dana Kinzy

Holocaust Scholar Dr. Stephen T. Katz Will
Lecture on ''The Uniqueness of the Holocaust"
by Dana Kin:zy

B adenhausen, Chair of the

coming to campus. It's an event

Director of the Center for Judaic

Honors Council, and Dr. Richard

not to be missed."

Studies at Boston University, will

Garnett, Assistant Professor of

visit Marshall's campus and

Sociology, worked to organize

Holocaust scholar has visited

lecture on ''The Uniqueness of the

this event in conjunction with

Marshall as part of the Holocaust

Holocaust" on November? at

Federated Jewish Charities of

course. In 1996, Dr. Alan Berger

7:00 P.M. The lecture will take

Huntington. Katz's visit

spoke on Jewish and Christian

place in the Memorial Student

complements this semester's

relations fifty years after the

Center Alumni Lounge (2W16)

Honors course ''The Holocaust as

Holocaust.

and is free and open to the public.

Social and Historical Experience."

Dr. Stephen T. Katz,

This is the second time a

This lecture is made

Dr. Katz will visit this class and

possible through funding provided

received the Lucas Prize for

interact with the students who

by Federated Jewish Charities of

1999; this prize has previously

have been studying the Holocaust

Huntington and by the Marshall

been awarded to the Dalai Lama,

and its effects throughout the

University Multicultural Affairs

Sir Karl Popper, and Paul

semester. His public lecture will

and International Programs

Ricouer. He has also written and

help expose the larger community

Office. The College of Liberal

edited over fifteen books and

of Huntington andMarshall's

Arts, the Department of

sixty articles in the fields of

students to this serious subject

Sociology, and the Department of

Judaica, Holocaust Studies,

matter.

History have also helped fund Dr.

Dr. Katz recently

Badenhausen says: "We

Philosophy of Religion, and
Comparative Mysticism.
Dr.Richard

Katz's visit.

are extraordinarily lucky to have a
scholar of Dr. Katz's stature

Honor's Email
Discussion List
If you are not receiving email from the Honors
discussion list, please send your name, class standing,
scholarship information (if you hold a scholarship),
and marshal} email address to
badenhau@marshall.edu, and we will subscribe you.

Editor's Calamity
Co•ents: Take alittle
thne to thank your
food .. .oh, and

remember your shoes
while you are at it.
Thay11 thank you.

John Marshall Scholars Advisory Council
To Address Student's Concerns
by Evan Bevins

There are over 200 John
Marshall Scholars on campus, but
for many, the title is all that links
them to the larger group. Members of the newly formed John
Marshall Scholars Advisory
Committee (JMSAC) want to
change that.
Dr.Richard
Badenhausen, chair of the honors
council and advisor to JMSAC,
said that a program evaluation
two years ago revealed two
common concerns of John
Marshall Scholars. They felt like
they were not part of a larger
group and felt that they lacked
input in the honors program.
"We thought that one of
the ways we could address both
of these problems would be the
John Marshall Scholars Advisory
Council," Badenhausen said. "It
ensures representation. Now,
what the John Marshalls do with
it is up to them."
Badenhausen said the
primary concern for the Committee is to define their mission and
decide how they are going to
influence the honors program.
Badenhausen said that, while
there may be times when he
wants to step in with an idea, he
can't run the committee, "because
that's not how students learn."

After attending the
inaugural meeting of JMSAC,
Badenhausen remarked, "I'm
very excited about the committee.
I think it's a good group of
people."
Elections for the group
were held this semester, because
it was the committee's first year.
In the future, Badenhausen said,
elections will take place in the
spring for all classes except
freshmen. There are two representatives from each class.
Andrea Lewis and Peter
Strong are JMSAC's senior
representatives. Strong was
elected chairman and will be the
committee's voice on the Honors
Council. He said he decided to
run for the committee after "three
years of being a member of the
silent group."
"Even though this will be
a formative year, I think that as a
member of the committee, I will
be able to voice the concerns of
John Marshalls as a group to the
honors program as well as
provide leadership to encourage
increased interaction among the
JMS's," Strong said.
Lewis also discussed the
special concerns of the program's
first year. "I just hope I can help
get this organization up and

running so that future JM scholars
will have a place to have their
voice heard," she said.
The junior committee
members are Heather Lotze and
Jacob Scheick. Scheick said he
wants to "promote more cohesion
among the JMSers."
The only uncontested
election was in the sophomore
group, which will be represented
by Kristy Hays and Bill
Majdalany.
"I would like to see the
John Marshall Scholars become a
more unified group, both on and
around campus," Hays said. "I
hope that either service or social
events can accomplish this goal."
Freshman representatives
are Amy Skrypek and Ryan
Phlegar. Phlegar said he wants to
use his past leadership experience
to be a voice for his classmates.
"I hope to bring the
issues that are facing the John
Marshall scholars to the forefront,
and do anything I can to correct
them. The most important part of
the position to me is to represent
my fellow freshman John Marshall
Scholars well," he said.
Students who want
express concerns they have to the
committee can do so by sending
e-mail to JMSAC-list@marshall.edu.

IT'S COMING ... ONLY 47
DAYS UNTIL FALL BREAK!

''What's it Like?: Graduate School''
by Elizabeth Duke
Thinking about going to
grad school? According to the
three panelists at the "What's it
Like?" Forum, the rewards of grad
school are worth the effort.
Sherri Smith, Assistant
Prof. of English and newest
member of our English
department, gives three pieces of
advice. In making decisions about
going to grad school Smith
recommends, "Be true to yourself.
Be untrue to yourself. And don't
shy away from the highway just
because you're a small frog."
She says, "Be true to
yourself' because students should
first evaluate their own needs and
should decide what they want
from graduate school; and of
course, students should make sure
the grad schools they select will
allow them to meet those needs.
This means doing research beyond
the school literature-talking to
professors and students at the
school and if possible, visiting the
campus.
She suggests that students
should be "untrue" to themselves
in the sense that they should have
the courage to impersonate the
person that they would like to
become. (Not in the sense that if
you want to become Dr.
Badenhausen, you should go
around campus impersonating him,

but in the sense that you should
begin to believe that you yourself
are capable of going beyond the
role of student into that of teacher,
author, critic, etc.).
Also, Smith read James
Wright's poem "Small Frogs Killed
on the Highway" to encourage
students that though they may feel
like small frogs at grad school,
taking the risk and jumping into the
light are worth it in the long run.
Greg Hodge, Senior
Internal Auditor with Ashland,
who earned his masters in
Marshall's Executive MBA
program, encourages grad school
for different reasons. Hodge cites
benefits such as promotion,
classmate camaraderie, job
security, networking potential, and
increased ability to work with
others.
Leslie Frost, now in her
third year of teaching as Assistant
Prof. of Chemistry at Marshall,
emphasizes the difference
between grad school for science
and grad school in other
disciplines. Frost notes one big
difference is that students don't
have to pay for grad school in
science. In fact, the grad schools
pay students' tuition and stipends
averaging around 14,000 dollars a
year. And as Frost explains,
"you're not going to have enough
to set the world on fire, but you've

got enough to live on." Frost also
stresses that students considering
grad school for science should
begin seeking laboratory
experience now because science
students spend the majority of their
grad school experience (i.e. 12
hours a day) in the lab doing their
own research.
Panelists responded
unanimously when asked what
students should do to increase their
chances of admission at the grad
school of choice. First, grad
schools expect a minimum GPA
and score on the GRE or GMAT
before considering students for
admission. Beyond that, all
panelists stressed the importance
of writing and communication
skills, as in most cases the writing
sample may be the only chance for
applicants to express themselves.
Letters of recommendation are
also extremely important, so
students considering grad school
should start attempting to develop
meaningful relationships with
faculty members.
Although all panelists
noted that many of their peers
found their grad school
experiences harrowing, they
emphasized that if students go to
grad school for the "right" reasons
and are willing to work very hard,
grad school will prove to be an
enriching, worthwhile experience.

John Marshall Scholar's Advisory Council Opportunities and Activities
* The John Marshall Scholars' Advisory Council (JMSAC) is looking for JMS Juniors and
Seniors to mentor underclassmen. The mentors will work with younger JMS students, advising
them on which classes and teachers to take, as well as easing the transition from high school to
college. If you are interested in becoming a mentor, contact the committee at
JMSAC~ list@marshall.edu.
* On October 30, the JMSAC will host a tailgating party for John Marshall Scholars before the
Illinois home game. More details will be announced later. Wear your Halloween costume for some
scary fun. Boo! Scary! Scary!

October 10 -- DOGS v. Yeager Scholars, Softball Grudge Match, 2pm Prindle Field, Huntington
October 11 -- Homer Hickam, Jr. will speak at Yeager Symposium, 7pm, Joan C. Edwards Playhouse
October 12 -- Midsemester
October 12--RocketLaunch, 10:45 am, Buskirk Field
October 12 -- The "Rocket Boys" will present a panel discussion, 3 :30pm, Booth Experimental Theatre
October 13 -- Film "October Sky," 7:30 pm, Marco's
October 14 -- Selby Wellman, Senior Vice President of Cisco Systems, will speak, 3 :30pm, Booth
Experimental Theatre
October 25 -- Nikki Giovanni will speak, 7pm, Don Morris Room
October 29 --Elizabeth's birthday and last day to drop an individual full semester course
November 1-- "What's It Like?: The Law," 3:30-5:00, Alumni Lounge, MSC
November 7 --Dr. Steven Katz, "The Uniqueness of the Holocaust," 7pm, Alumni Lounge, MSC
November 8-19 -- Advance registration for Spring 2000
November 22-26 -- Fall/ Thanksgiving break
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On May 1, I will be stepping down
as Chair of the Honors Council, a
position I have.held for the past five
years. The job has provided me with
some of my fondest memories at
Marshall and I will miss it greatly. I
will particularly miss Working with so
many bright, witty, interesting honors
students; they are great group of
young men and women who bring a
variety of wonderful qualities to,our
c~pus and classrooms. Hopefully,
Dr. Angel plans to continue the
university's recent trend of attracting
increasing numbers of these fine
students.
It has also been a great pleasure
working with the CAE staff and the
Honors Council, the committee that
oversees the Honors Program. The
students, faculty, and administrators on
the Council have worked very hard in
the past five years to make the program stronger. I'm proud of the
following accomplishments, in particular: increased communication between
our office and honors students through
newsletters, email lists, and a current
web-page; a higher profile on campus
for honors; a proliferation of special
events like the visits of outside scholars
and seminar-related travel to offcampus sites, as well as succ~ssful
grant proposals to help fund these
activities; the founding and administering of the ''What's It Like?" lecture
series; new initiatives like independent
study in honors, peer mentoring in
Honors 101, the John Marshall Schol-.
a:rs Advisory Council, teaching in
honors workshops, and a Program
mission statement; fuller integration of
the John Marshall Scholars into the

a
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Honors Program; early registration
privileges for Honors Program scholar- .
ship students; and continued cultivation
ofseminar course proposals from a
range of faculty, even under extremely
challenging conditions.
·
These inittatives have helped make
the Honors experience focused,
relevant, and interesting, atleast
according to recent student evaluations
of Honors classes. I was encouraged
by the latest set of evaluations of 140
students (for all honors classes in Fall
1999) in which 80% rated their Honors
instructors "excellent" and another
19% rated them "good." Honors
education is about striving for excellence and we have benefited from the
many fine faculty members who have
taken that message to heart in their
course proposals for the program. I
will miss interacting.with those faculty
members and discussing their many
exciting teaching ideas.
The Honors Program plays a vital
role on the campus of Marshall University in bringing together outstanding
students and faculty to explore a range
of exciting, diverse interdisciplinary
topics in challenging seminars. That
format helps open up new ways of
seeing the world and helps prepare
students for the rigorous challenges
that lay ahead of them in their personal
and professional lives. Let me wish all
Honors students much success and
good fortune in their remaining years at
Marshall University and in their future
endeavors after college.

Dr. Richard Badenhausen, Chair
University Honors Council
230 OM; 696-6405
Badenhau@Marshall.edu

Co·mments from the Editors
Elizabeth Duke & Molly Bassett, Co-editors
Over& Out.
"Comments from the Editors"
Badenha:usen had set a booby trap for
usually focuses onsome not-some, seeing as how I could not reach
serious matter like how to relax, how
him from my chair (carefully postioned
not to write a prompt, or how to be a across the room) with a paper without
007 editor, but this is a really special
scooting forward the chair he had
issue. This issue is dedicated to the
"incidentally" positioned directly
Chair of the Honors Program; Dr:
behind the table that supported the
RichardBadenhausen.
said flowerpot. At this time in my life,
Dr. Badenhausen has been the
(frightened as I was of the kindly
Chair ofthe Honors Program since
Badenhausen) such a mishap was my
1995; and during the time we have
worst nightmare. There on his floor,
worked with him, he has guided us
- mocking me, sat ahuge_mound of
with patience and kind criticism
potting soil along with shards of the
(except for that time steam came out
beloved pot. As is his nature,
of his ears). Anyone who has worked Badenhausen was extremely gracious;
alongside Dr. B. knows that he
and wheri other faculty (who had heard
approaches life from a uniquely witty
the explosion) came to make sure
vantage. We regret that this is his last everything was alright, Badenhausen
issue as Chair.
screamed, "I've been hit," relieving
In honor ofBadenhausen' s wit, we what could have been a tense situation.
have decided to dedicate the rest of
The Forgiving Badenhausenhas never'
our comments to special Dr.
again mentioned this though many
Badenhauserr stories. Enjoy!
times I have reminded him (and
For a funny story about how the
others) of the time a bird pooped on
bird pooped on Dr. B. 's head at Sea
his head at Sea World.
World, and about how he remarked,
(Molly) My funny Dr. B. story
"If you were a bird, how could you
involves when we were getting ready
resist such a plush, furry carpet as my to drive to Columbus where we were
hair?" and about how-Martha fed the
catching our plane to the Chicago
birds her potato.salad, and how the
version ofNCHC. Dr. B (driver's
birds proceeded to flick potato salad
seat); Martha (front passenger), and I
on Dr. B., refer to the complete
(backseat) were sitting in a university
version of this story in the second fall
vehicle waiting for JacohComer to
issue of Honors News.
join us, and after an hour, the air was
(Elizabeth) I will tell the story about seriously tense. Finally, wedecidedto
how when I was a very nervous
go on withoutJacob. At the time, I
freshman and had waiteduntil the
thought it was funny that we left MU
very last dayto see Dr. Badenhausen witl10utJacob, but had time to stop at
about my paper, I knocked over his
some roadside shack so that Martha
very favorite flowerpot, destroying
could buy clothes for one of those
this favorite pot and.causing a terrible hideous concrete geese that people put
explosion in which flower-poton their porches. She said it was for
shrapnel left terrible scars on l:>0th me her sister, but I don't know . . . That
1U1d Badenhausen. I claimed that
seems to be more of a Martha story
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than aDr. B. story, but it was Dr. B.
that pulled out without Jacob.
(Much to our relief, Jacob showed
at the airport: ).
Martha reminded us about how
people always assume incorrectly
that Dr. B. is Jewish; in fact, his
Ph.D. advisor invited him to Passover.
Overall, it has been a pleasure
working with Dr. Badenhausen, and
we wish him (only) the best.

Coming Soon:
Marshall University
Bookswap
Buy used books straight
from students and post
your own for sale._·
Euy for less and sell/or
more!
Look for more in.formation soon.
Libelous addition:
Circumvent the Capitalist Bookstore.
Look for a message on
the Honors List from Joe
Hughes
<
> !!!

-eilu

Deep Thoughts vs. Dr. Gilley
Molly Bassett
For those of you who attended the
Honors Convocation, you may know
what happened, or you may have
been sleeping. The Convocation
began well, with Martha Woodward
opening by saying, "This is the time
we talce to celebrate the contributions
of those who have achieved over the
past year."
A host of dignitaries followed
Woodward's introduction, echoing
her praise of honors students and
professors of teaching excellence.
Aside from the presentation of student
awards, perhaps the.most special part
oftheprogram was Woodward's
announcement ofDr. Badenhausen' s
stepping down from the Honors
Program. Woodward listed
Badenhausen's achievements, such as

University Honors
Graduates Class of 2000 /
The following students will
graduate with University Honors this
May, which rrieans that they have
successfully completed at least 24
hours of Honors credit in specified
ar~as. That designation will appear
on their diplomas and transcripts.
Congratulations on this outstanding
achievement.
LoganAlley
James Eric Butler
Alison Gerlach
Karen Jenkins
DanaKinzy
NicoleLaRose
CathyLayne
Andrea Lewis
Matt Powers
Kathleen Sandell
Peter Strong
Rob Travis

involving students in the Honors News,
the peer mentoring program, and
securing early registration for honors
students, and she said of Badenhausen,
"he came to us raising the bar of what
is expected from an Honors program,
and he gave of himself to achieve." So
true, so true.
After much delay, the excitement
began. Dr. Gilley spoke. "I have
thirty-one pages of notes," Dr. Gilley
said as he flashed the pages before our
eyes. I was sitting almost directly in
front of the podium, and although I
could hear a male voice, I wasn't sure
that it was really Dr. Gilley addressing·
the audience, because something kept
blinding me. After he moved to the
side, I could see that it was truly Gilley
and that a simple meaalli;OJ). qad

reflected his spotlight.
Anyway,hestartedinon ''The
Merits of Excellence" and asked
such questions as ''Why excellence?" Why not? The eloquence
continued to blossom, with Dr.
Gilley providing such insights as
"otheruniversities are feeling hot
breath being breathed down their
backs from Marshall University,"
and in conclusion he added that he,
"had enjoyed the Herd mind set."
Glad to have been of service.
Best wishes in Tennessee.
. On a serious note, congratulations
to those students and professors
who were recognized for their
outstanding abilities. Thank you for
contributing to the future ofMarshall
and its students.

JOHN MARSHALL
SCHOLAR ADVISORY
COMMITTEE ELECTIONS

as sit on.the Honors Council (the
student-faculty committee that
oversees the Honors Program;) The
JMSAC was formed to give JMSs a
more defined voice withiii the
program and now's your chance to
malce that voice heard. The current
committee, by the way, helped with
the successful passage of the John
Marshall early registration proposal
that is now in effect.

WHAT: Elections for the 2000-2001
JMS Advisory Committee .
HOW: Nominate yourself (or others)
by emailing Pam Bowen name, class
standing, email address, and brief 3 or
4 sentence statement about why you'd
like to serve, in that order.
WHEN: Nominations are due by
Friday, April 28 at noon; elections (by
email) will talce place May 1-4 (finals
week).·
DETAILS: We will paste all the
personal nomination messages into one
large message and then send it out
April 28 to all non-graduating JMSs,
who will get to vote for two reps from
their individual classes. Wmners will
meet as acommittee in fall 2000 (after
freshmen elections) and elect a chair,
who will guide ycmr committee as well

Current JMSAC members whose
terms are up (they may run again)
are:
FRESHMEN: Amy Skryp~k &
Ryan Phlegar
SOPHOMORE: Kristy Hays & Bill
Majdalany
JUNIOR: Heather Lotze & Jacob
Scheick
SENIOR: Andrea Lewis & Peter
Strong (Chair)
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In Honors: The (Early) Registration Process
Greg Wheeler
The plan falls in line with the Honing the four year priority registration to
As freshman honors students; we
ors Program's ultimate goal: freshall dreaded the thought of those comjust two years. Early in the Spring of
pulsory seminars. As if it wasn't bad
2000, our beloved SGA had the opportuman retention. While 90% of upperenough ac,ijustingto a new-roommate,
nity to make a recommendation regardclassmen JMS maintain their GPA
crazy professors, over-partying
ing priority registration but did not. Even requirement, three of every ten freshwithout their endorsement, the Faculty
man scholars fall below a.3.5 or drop
friends and delicious dorm food (the
Senate passed the underclassmen regisout of the Honors Program altonew bagels in Towers are tops,) we
had that requirement hanging over our tration bill almost unanimously.
gether. Badenhausen said mandatory
Honors advising, avenues for involveheads: two seminars during our four
Dr. Richard Badenhausen, Chair of
scholarship years. Some of us bit the
the Honors Department, recently disment such as the JMS advisory comcussed a few of the arguments made
mittee, and the recently initiated peer
bullet and, chances are, found the experience rewarding. Other honors stu- against pre-registration. Some profesmentoring program all hope to help
dents either couldn't get in the classes
sors felt honors students would "take
freshmen "get over that first-year
seats" from other students, especially
or at least said they couldn 1t. "I'm
hurdle."
Expressing thanks, Badenhausen
just a freshman. I register five weeks
graduating seniors whose graduation desaid none of the Honors Council's
after the seniors and Tamar Slay. All
pends on the class. Dr. Badenhausen
of the seats filled up." (OK. So Tamar counters; though, citing the fact that hon- efforts could have succeeded without
hasn't, to my knowledge taken a
ors students are initially part of those
the help of members of Faculty Senate. "I appreciate how hard everyone
seminar, but it could happen.) Maybe programs from which they are supposyou came to Marshall, after having
edly stealing seats. If the priority stuhas worked to make this happen," he
received a few hours of AP credit in,
dents take up any room at all, their even · said, "especially the Honors Council
say, biology, and were prepared to
distribution across campus prevents
and Faculty Senate Committee chairs
Dr. Kris Greenwood and Prof.
take an upper-level class. Chances
them from filling more than a couple of
are, you couldn't get an overload slip
seats in a class. Plus, the senior scenario Wendy Moorhead."
As far as the logistics go, students
for that full class.
wouldn't generally occur, Baden)iausen
Now, however, underclassmen
says, since department chairs generally
fill out their scheduling form and
have no excuse for shirking their hon- grant overload slips to the graduating stu- drop by the CAB for mandatory addent. Predictably, some faculty memvising (it's quick and painless.) Eiors requirements. Thanks to the yearlong efforts of the Honors Council,
bers raised concern over the "elitist" na- ther Dr. Badenhausen or Martha
John Marshall, Erma Byrd, and
ture of priority registration.
Woodward thenstamp the form, alThe reasons for advarice registration
lowing underclassmen to register
Hedrick scholars freshmen and
early. If signing up for a seminar,
sophomores (based ~n credit hours)
are quite practical, according to
register alongside athletes, Yeager
Badenhausen. It factors as a selling
students must have an additional
overload slip and must sign a physischolars, nursing students and the dis:. point in the minds of high-schoolers
abled. Typical of the university, this
heading off to college. They know that
cal list. The list sets aside seats for
both upper- and underclassmen, deproductive change encountered chalif a university cares enough to let them
register early, they will help them in
pending on the level of the seminar.
lenges from the start. The Honors
Upperclassmen (ATTENTION) inust
Council penned a proposal for priority
other ways. Before Marshall adopted a
registration in March of '99, and the
pre-registration system, 82% of MAC
also sign this list and obtain an oversubmission went to the Budget and
honors programs had a similar plan in
load slip to enter the seminars. Dr.
Academic Planning committee of
place. Not only will it allow freshmen to Badenhausen acknowledges the
Faculty Senate, wh~re it received a
enter seminars and 300 level classes, but hoop-jumping nature of this process,
but promises that experience will imrecommendation in Fall 1999. A subpriority registration also helps students
graduate
before
their
4-year
scholarship
prove the situation.
committee of the Student Conduct and
Welfare committee, the Priority Regexpires. A more pointed question was
istration committee, however, modiput to protesters: Do athletes deserve to
fied the bill in February 2000, changregister early if honors students don't?
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Come Out With Your Hands Up:
"What's It Like?" Criminal Justice
Elizabeth Duke
A more-than-capacity crowd of
over 100 eager students and faculty
filled the Alumni Lounge to hear FBI
Special Agent Joe Cicarelli, Private
Investigator Greg Cook, and Director
of Marshall's Forensic Science
program Dr. Terry Fenger share their
experiences in criminal justice at the
April 12th "What's It Like?" panel.
Dr. Fenger became interested in
forensic science when DNA testing
freed a man who had been convicted
as Huntington's mall rapist. He later
sued the state of West Virginia for $1
million. Director of Marshall's twoyear master's degree program in
Forensics Science, Fenger summarized
the program's short history and
described the curriculum. The
program usually accepts students with
undergraduate degrees in biology,
chemistry, and physics and prepares
them for getting jobs in forensics.

Peer Mentors
Congratulationsto the following
students who were selected to
participate in the first year of Peer
Mentoring in the fall 2000 Honors
101 courses.
Gretchen Kemp
Gregory Wheeler
Meagan Pollock
Rebecca Settle
AmyFrost
JoshFix
Jeremy Ramey
ZackWeir
Calvin Berkebile
Angie Spiker
Jenny Miller
Alternates:

Jenny Van Pelt
SaraMills
Katie Lorenz

Most students go straight from the
insider's view into FBI operatfons,
program to working in labs for the FBI,
allowing them to work side-by-side
private companies, and state police
with Special Agents and professional
agencies. Fenger explained that
support staff on important cases and
students interested in this kind of work
procedures.
must have not only an interest in
The program looks for students
science, but also the ability to defend
with strong academic credentials,
their work under scrupulous
outstanding character, and a high
examination in court.
degree of motivation. Students should
Private Investigator Greg Cook
turn in an application (resume,
worked for 21 years at the Cabell
transcript, recommendation, 500-word
County Sheriff's department before
· essay, and photograph) by November
starting his own private investigation
1 of their junior year. See Dr.
business. Cook averages 60 to 80 cases Baderihausen for more information,
in a year and works mostly with the
and remember as P.I. Greg Cook
defense in criminal cases, but he also
explained, "if your curtains are open
investigates civil claims, does
and someone can tape you from the
background checks for employers and
sidewalk., the footage can be used
for women who want to know more
against you."
about potential mates, provides body
guard s~rvices, and does surveillance.
Cook explained that this type of work
can be particularly demanding because
"you don't have a badge to flip open.
People don't have to talk to a private
Congratulations to Molly Bassett
investigator." Cook emphasized, "you
and Jacob Scheick, winners of the
work when the need is there. You have
Domestic
and International Study_
to be ready 7 days a week, 24 hours a
Scholarships, respectively.
day."
FBI Special Agent Joe Cicarelli
Molly, a junior Yeager Scholar,
chronicled his career as patrol officer,
drug advice agent, and special agent
will be spending the summer in
involved in organized crime drug
Boston and will use the $500
enforcement, and white collar crime.
scholarship to help defray tuition
Cicarelli spent 11 "long" years in Miami costs at Harvard University. Jacob,
investigating and supervising in the drug a senior John Marshall Scholar, plans
enforcement program. Two years ago,
to study abroad in fall 2000 at Anglia
he moved back to Huntington and is
University in Cambridge, where his
currently coordinating violent crimes
and drug activity program in Charleston. $1000 scholarship (that's about
£625, by the way) will help him
Cicarelli explained that becoming an
make it through the term on a steady
FBI agent is a competitive process and
diet of fish and chips.
that 27-29 year old second-career
professionals are often most attractive
to the FBI. Cicarelli also mentioned the
Stayed tuned for personal
FBI's Honors Internship Program in
accounts of their academic
Washington, D.C., which offers
adventures in future issues of Honors
undergraduates (between junior and
News.
senior year) and graduate students an

2000 Travel
Scholarship
Recipients

A Little Legend for the Never-Believer:
YGS 272 Washington, D.C. Trip
Evan Bevins, Jenny Van Pelt, Katie
Lorenz & Elizabeth Duke

Special thanks to Dr. Anne Marie
Bingham -& Dr. Bob Edmunds.
Forsooth! On the morn of 24 February
in the year in the year of our Lord 2000,
we embarked upon a great adventure unto
our nation's capital Washington of the
District of Columbia, by way of
Charlottesville of Virginia; and didst go
thence from whence we came on 27
February in the year of our Lord 2000.
Our journey began with a five-hour
trek. Badenhausen, though pleasant
enough when offering Hotwheels-shaped
gummy bears, soon found displeasure with
one of our number (a certain Bevins), a
riff which some say caused Dr. B to flee to
the "Princess" van in disgust.
After bedding for the night under a roof
of red, our travels brought us to
Monticello. En route, Dr. Bingham
debunked the theory that Monticello
(where we learned that stately Wayne
Manor was not the only place that housed
a bat cave) was so named because it
looked like a cello. Certain entrepreneurs
in the group proposed building a bigger
and better Monticello-Montibass: Sadly,
the venture fell apart when some
dissenters, for poetic reasons, campaigned
for Monti viola:
Then it was on to the capital where we
visited the Holocaust museum and
engaged in an uncharacteristic two hours
of thoughtful silence and serious
reflection.
We next checked into our hotcl, which
featured blood-stained steps, a collection
of arcade games from the year of ou:r Lord
1987, and (to the delight of some) privacy
doors. There was no time for a heated
Miss Pacman tournament because We had
a hot date at Shakespeare's Theater for
Coriolanus, where the most frequently
asked question was, ''Did Shakespeare
write this?" Yea though the play was
longing and the intermission was longer in
coming, our spirits were buoyed by
Shakespeare-shaped cookies and by a
large shirtless man with leather pants from
All My Children. When this actor
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unmasked his burly chest, Dr. Edmurids
remarked, "I looked like that in my younger
days." (**Editor's note: There's a strong
possibility thatEdmunds did not actually say
this.)
The next day, our merry band toured
government buildings and the National
Gallery of Art. We broke for lunch at
Bertucci's, where the waiter issued several
wads of "non-edible fun dough" to the
students; A certain thoughtful student ( once
again Bevins) provided faculty members with
their own fun dough. Much to Bevins' s
chagrin, the Heartless Edmunds cast down
his fun dough at the entrance to the Best
Western parking garage, seriously
threatening group morale.
After lunch, some students embarked
upon a valiant quest to the Land of Mary
(Maryland) to capture the Holy Grail, or
failing in this, a hamster they named
Magellan.
In the meantime, Bevins and
Badenhausen set out to acquire Washington
Wizards' tickets; but after learning their
price, they returned with neither ticket nor
rodt}nt. Badenhausen explained: "The
·Wizards aren't-worth scalper prices." He
then disappeared into a theatre where
entertainment of all kinds cost only a
quarter. (**Editor's note: Again, this event
did not actually happen.)
In the evening we dined at "Old Europe,"
a German restaurant. All enjoyed feasting
upon fish, snitzel, and pounds of asparagus.
Among foods not eaten was steak tartar.
Even Badenhausen, reeling from what can
only be described as a freakin'. huge stein (1
litre), would not touch the mysterious mass
of raw meat with a ten-foot pole.
Also reeling from the night's excitement,
Elizabeth provided a soundtrack for dinner,
The Sound of Music's "The Lonely Goat
Herder." Duke explained this-rash behavior:
"Kristy Hays thought I wouldn't do it.
Forsooth, she was wrong."
The next morning the group toured
Arlington National Cemetery. Several of
our members, including the infamous
Edmunds, were escorted out by a fully armed
SWAT team. Further information regarding
this event remains classified. In its place, we
have included the trip's top ten quotes:

Top IO Quotes
10. "Ye herds of boils and plagues ..."
~Coriolanus to fellow soldiers and Dr.
Bingham to anyone who would listen
9, "I'll hold the clo.thes."
-Evan, when group members discussed
the UV A custom of streaking across the
Lawn
8. "We went to Maryland."
-Jenny Van Pelt, when asked how her day
inWashingtonD.C. was
7. "Dumbwaiter ... dumbwaiter . ..
dumbwaiter"
-John, the Monticello tour guide, who
wanted to make sure that no one missed
the most exciting part of Thomas
Jefferson's home. <Alas, there was no
fire pole>
6. "If you tum the monument one quarter
tum to the left, it releases Jefferson's
soul."
-Jeremy Ramey, demonstrating that we
got up way too early to go to Monticello
5. "Can I go to sleep on the lawn like that
guy?"
-an unidentified 3n1 grader, after
witnessing Elizabeth Duke, a known
female, sprawled out on the grass at
Monticello
4. "Well, Dr. Badenhausen, how w~uld
you like it if the cab driver came into
your class and told you how to edit
papers?"
-Evan Bevins, after Dr. B suggested he
knew his way around Washington better
than his cab driver
3. "How much do you think we'd get for
Thomas Jefferson's skull on e-b11y ?"
~Zack Weir to history professor Bill
Palmer, who could only reply, "Probably
a lot."
2. Dr. B: "How's your gerbil?"
Jeremy: "Hamster1'
1. In a flagrant violation of first
amendment rights, Kristy Hays President
of the College Young Republicans has
forbidden the inclusion of her number one
quote?!
Much fun was had. Lessons Were·
learned. Teachers were offended. But
perhaps the manager of German
restaurant said it best; "Enjoy
Washington and think of your parents."

Honorable Mention
"Honorable Mention" is a new
(regular) Honors News column
that features students in excellence. If you, or an honors student you know, has presented a paper, won an award, or swum the
English Channel, let us know at
<duke6@marshall.edu>!
Sophomore JMS Greg
Wheeler presented a paper on
February 26 at' the Eighth Annual
Literature Symposium for Undergraduate Students at WVU. .
Greg's paper, "Disassembling the
MysteryoftheFigurein The Per-

sonal Na"atives of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket," was originally written last year for HON 196,
an honors seminar entitled "Literature and Lore of 19th Century Tall
Sailing Ships" taught by Dr. Joan
Mead _a nd Dr. John Mead. Greg
received the 100 Level Book
Award for his work in the same
course. Congratulations!! (Read an
article-by Greg on page 4.)
Congratulations to JMS Stacey
Richards, the recipient of the A.
M_ervin Tyson Award, which recognizes the outstanding student ofthe
Honors Program. Other recipients of Book
Awards include JMS Sarah Carr
(200 Level) and Yeager Jennifer
Miller (400 Level). Way to go!

Nathanial Kuratomi was
elected to an SGA Senate seat in
the College of Liberal Arts. He
was also recently recognized as
an award winner by the National
Collegiate Student Government As-

sociation. JMS Matt Mattson was
elected to an SGA Senate seat in the
College of Science.
Although JMS Jacob Comer was
accepted to Harvard Law School he
has decided to attend Washington &
Lee.

Natalie Osborn participated in
the poster session at the Tri-State
Psychology Conference March 16
when she presented her paper "The
Interaction Between Religion and
Health Practices and Social Support."

'
LaRose, are-recipients of Maier
Awards, which honor excellence in
writing.
Congratulations to seniorJMS Peter Strong who received a fellowship
for graduate studies in museum administration at George Mason University, in Fairfax, Virginia!

Andrea Lewis JMS has been accepted at the Marshall Univeristy
School ofMedicine for the fall of
2000 and has also been awarded a
$4,000 scholarship for expenses.

Karen Jenkins JMS will be·
Yeager Scholar Matt Weimer is
presenting the results of his cancer research in San Diego in April at the
Experimental Biology Conference.
Yeager Scholar Herschel
Jefferies played Nick in last month's

s

MU production of''Who' Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?''
Yeager Angela Opell won a
$2000 Fine Arts·Gala scholarship.

studying Speech-Language Pathology
at OSU Graduate School next fall.
Congratulations to senior JMS Logan Alley who will be studying Peace
& Conflict Resolution at American
University and Wesley Theological
Seminary in Washington,D.C
Several Honors students were rec"'
ognized at the April 14 Student Leadership Awards Ceremony: Megan
(;off (Outstanding Leadership),

Yeager·Emily Morse is playing
Lady Thiang (the head wife/queen)
in the Huntington Musical Arts
Guild's production of The Kini:
mli:UMay 12-14 and 19-21.

Molly Bassett, Alison Gerlach, &
Kathleen Sandell (Leader/Scholar),
Bill S. Majdalany (Outstanding

JMS Nadia Graham and Yeager
DanaKinzy won Women of
Marshall Awards. Dana will be attending the Sorbonne, in Paris,
France.

Students designated as ''Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities & Colleges" include Will-

JMS Elbert Maynard, and
Yeagers Kathleen Sandell, Dana
Kinzy, l\-lolly Bassett, and Nicole

Sophomore),&ErinLoc=y(Out- ·
standing Junior)'.

iam Butler, Amanda Edmonds,
Joshua Fix, Alison Gerlach,
Megan Goff, Jonathan Hall, Staci
Pauley, Sarah Pucke, Susan
Stinnett, & Matthew Thornton.
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Cat·endar
April 25
Senior Project, M.
Powers
6 p.m., Corbly 402
26
Senior Project, S.
Stinnett
7 p.m., Drinko 402

28
Senior Project, D.
Kinzy
4 p.m., 349 Drinko
Senior Project, K.
Sandell
7 p.m., 2W37 MSC
Yeager Board
Spring Meeting

27
Senior Project, A.
Gerlach
7 p.m., 2E10 MSC

29
Yeager Board

HONORS PROGRAM
CENTER FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
OLD MAIN

HUNTINGTON, WV 25755

'

Spring Meeting
30
Scholarship Tea
4 p.m., Don Morris
Room

May5
Yeager Med all ion
Ceremony
6
Commencement

